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It is well known that around 1980，Tom Takemitsu changed his compositional 
style from a modernist atonal manner to a subtler and more personal idiom. 
Takemitsu himself associated this style change with a desire to represent the sounds 
and effects of nature elements, such as wind or water, through musical means. For 
Takemitsu, the "sea," in particular, is both a favorite nature image and a source of 
compositional inspiration. In his own writings, Takemitsu mentions two specific 
compositional elements for representing the sea: what he termed the "sea of tonality," 
a pantonal harmonic content in his compositions, and the "S-E-A motive," a motivic 
pitch class set of [0 16], that is [Eb (Es in German), E, A]. 
It would seem, then, that Takemitsu used written words as a means of clarifying 
the expressive meaning of his music. Given Takemitsu's serious attitude toward 
written words, several interesting interpretive issues arise. Is a work's 
programmatic title, and related writings such as programme notes and aesthetic 
commentary, indispensable for our understanding of the music? To what extent do 
i 
these texts relate to compositional techniques, such as the musical manipulations of 
the sea motive and the construction of a "sea of tonality?" Does the expressive 
meaning of a work depend upon words as well as music? The present thesis 
attempts to address these questions with reference Toward the Sea, for alto flute and 
guitar (1981). 
Toward the Sea successively delineates an aural image of the ebb-and-flow of 
sea-waves by means of the composer's self-defined sea motive [0 1 6]. The 
gestural motion of "toward" is also designed in the phrase structure, as well as across 
the structural movements, reflecting Takemitsu's own unique compositional idiom 
for developing the music. In addition, Takemitsu's metaphor of the "sea of 
tonality" appears to be a harmonic process, suggesting that this "sea" is a matrix of 
possibilities from which all tonal and non-tonal based harmonies of his music derive. 
I propose an interpretative model that views the composer's writings about 
music as a "programmatic code" that serves as a parallel channel of communication 
to the score, or the "musical code." Interpretation, I argue, depends on the 
interactions between these two codes, which enhances our understanding of both the 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Tom Takemitsu (1930-1996) is a prominent Japanese contemporary composer. 
He has earned a laudable reputation not only from his native contemporaries, but has 
also been recognized as a major composer worldwide. Apparently influenced by 
both Western avant-garde and Japanese traditional music, Takemitsu has expounded 
a compositional language of his own, exemplifying the coexistence of assimilation 
and individuality. 
It is therefore hardly surprising that Takemitsu's music has received much 
critical attention from both musicologists and music theorists. In this thesis, I shall 
begin with a survey of recent literature on Takemitsu's music that has influenced my 
own interpretative approach. A close critical reading of Toward the Sea, a seminal 
work in Takemitsu's late style, then follows. Finally, in the concluding chapter, I 
shall explore in brief the theoretical implications of the preceding analysis, and 
suggest directions for future research. 
Literature Survey 
Peter Burt's The Music of Torn Takemitsu is an important recent monograph on 
the music of Takemitsu.! Burt divides the style of Takemitsu's music roughly into 
1 Peter Burt, The Music of Toru Takemitsu (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001). 
1 
three periods. He states that the early works of Takemitsu reflect influences from 
the Western compositional tradition, what Burt describes as "projections onto an 
Western mirror."^ For example. Music of Tree and Uninterrupted Rest are 
compositions based on twelve-tone serial technique. The second style period 
comprises November Steps’ Autumn, and other works written in the 1970s. In this 
second period, Takemitsu explored the use of the Japanese ethnic instruments, such 
as shakuhachi and biwa, in the Western orchestra; Burt calls this "projections onto an 
Eastern mirror." ^  November Steps, written in 1967， is a typical example. 
However, according to Burt，Takemitsu's "Eastern" elements are not only restricted 
to elements from Japanese ethnic instrumental music, but also draws upon other 
"Eastern ethnic" musical traditions. For example, in the music he composed for 
the film Shinju Ten no Amishima, he uses the "ethnic" styles of the Balinese gamelan 
and a Turkish nay solo to accompany the final frames. In addition, Takemitsu 
borrowed the Balinese pentatonic scale to compose his piano work For Away 
(1971), Compared to the first style period, the sound of the second-period works is 
2 Peter Burt regarded Takemitsu's first period of musical style connects to his early music before 
November Steps. This first period compositional style relates to serialism, reflecting the projection 
on to a Western mirror. Refer Burt, Music of Takemitsu, 73-91. 
3 Although Takemitsu showed great interest in incorporating "Eastern" elements, such as Japanese 
gagaku materials and Sho chords into his music of the second period style, these music are often 
argued by scholars about their inheritances to those Western composers, such as Cage, Messiaen, 
Debussy and etc. For example, Peter Burt compares Takemitsu's Far Calls. Coming, Far! with 
Alban Berg's Violin Concerto in the use of thematic materials, while Koozin discusses Takemitsu's 
style of octatonicism in For Away in relation to Messiaen's use of octatonic collection. Refer: Burt, 
Music of Takemitsu, 73-197 and Koozin, "Octatonicism," 136. 
Bun, Music of Takemitsu, 128. . 
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more adventurous, especially with respect to timbre. 
In Chapter 10 of his book The Music of Toru Takemitsu, Burt used the title 
"Toward the Sea of Tonality: The Works of the 1980s” to describe Takemitsu's third 
style period. Although Burt does not give a comprehensive analysis of the 
individual piece Toward the Sea, he does mention the crucial role of what Takemitsu 
himself calls a sea-motive (pitch-classes [0 1 6]) in Takemitsu's return to an overt 
“tonal，，harmonic idiom in the late compositions. For example, Burt states that 
Toward the sea exemplifies Takemitsu's use of the sea-motive to structure the music 
in different layers. The presence of a tonal centre, Db major/Bb minor, also 
suggests the use of a “referential sonority," the Bb minor seventh chord，to construct 
the “sea of tonality." Burt's approach serves as a useful starting point for me to 
trace the "pantonal" harmonic focus of Takemitsu's new musical language and 
explore what is the so-called "sea of tonality." 
A second source of inspiration for the present study is Noriko Ohtake's Creative 
Sources for the Music of Toru Takemitsu�Her work explores Takemitsu's own 
writing in relation to his compositional output, and provides valuable information on 
the composer's aesthetic views, as well as his own references to "sea-motive" and 
"pan-tonal harmony" in Toward-the Sea. For example, Ohtake discusses the 
5 Noriko Ohake, Creative Sources for the Music of Toru Takemitsu (Brookfield, Vermont: Ashgate-
Publishing Company, 1993). 
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metaphorical significance of Takemitsu's use of first numbers, then letters, as an 
essential creative source in certain compositions. She also explores Takemitsu's 
interest in Japanese traditional thinking on nature, water, dreams, gardens, etc. in 
relation to compositional techniques. All these findings strengthen my 
understanding of Takemitsu's musical language. 
Also valuable is Confronting Silence, which is a book of collection of essays by 
the composer himself.^ There are several articles that deserve specific mention, for 
instance, "Nature and Music，” which is taken from the composer's diary. In this 
essay, Takemitsu discusses aesthetic ideas, such as the role of silence in music, from 
the perspective of traditional Japanese philosophy. He also expresses his views on 
traditional Japanese musical instruments. 
"Dream and Number，” a transcript of a lecture the composer gave at Studio 200 
in Tokyo on April 30, 1984, is another important essay. It provides us with 
information about how the composer uses the so-called sea-motive (pitch-classes [0 1 
6]) in the piece A Flock Descends into the Pentagonal Garden, and also how he uses 
"pantonal" chords to convey a "sea of tonality." A Flock Descends can be regarded 
as the incipient model of the forthcoming twelve sea-motive compositions from the 
1980 onward, and Takemitsu's own words confirms that the concepts of "sea motive" 
6 Tom Takemitsu, Confronting Silence: Selected Writings, translated and edited by Yoshiko Kakudo 
and Glenn Glasow (Berkeley, California: Fallen Leaf Press, 1995). 
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and "sea of tonality” are crucial for understanding the composer's late style. 
Aside from consulting literature on Takemitsu's aesthetic ideas, I have also read 
the principal analytical studies on Takemitsu's music. In the essay "Takemitsu and 
the Lydian Chromatic Concept of George Russell," Peter Burt offers a more detailed 
discussion of Takemitsu's compositional technique than what he was able to do in his 
earlier monograph. 了 Burt examines the modal resources used in Takemitsu's 
compositions, especially the early works, and relates them to George Russell's 
conception of pitch collections. One important discovery is that Takemitsu may on 
occasion add more than one foreign pitch to the basic collection. This refers to a 
harmonic language which does not use a collection strictly, but in which that 
collection's presence is nonetheless felt; that is to say, if in an extended passage 
all-but-one of the pitches belong to the same whole-tone collection, we are still going 
to identify this passage as having a whole-tone flavour even though not all of the 
pitches "fit." As we shall see, this point will play an important role in my later 
discussion of Toward the Sea. 
A series of articles by Timothy Koozin focus on Takemitsu's use of 
“ 
7 Peter Burt, "Takemitsu and the Lydian Chromatic Concept of George Russell," Contemporary . 
Music Reviews, vol. 21，4 (Dec. 2002): 73-110. 
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octatonicism.8 In "Octatonicism in Recent Solo Piano Works of Toru Takemitsu，” 
Koozin emphasises Takemitsu's idiosyncratic idiom of mixing octatonic, whole-tone 
and twelve-tones aggregate collections in his music. For Koozin, behind the 
musical surface of Western-influenced octatonicism, the intrinsic design is based 
upon traditional Japanese aesthetic ideals. The music of Takemitsu often presents a 
highly discontinuous musical surface, marked by sudden changes in dynamics. 
There are also abrupt introduction of events isolated in registral extremities. These 
isolated pitch contents sudden shift from rhythmically measured figures to 
ornamental materials, such as, streams of grace notes or extended silence and gradual 
decay of sonority. All these compositional devices, according to Koozin，reflect 
Japanese traditional aesthetics.�° 
Koozin further argues that, in Takemitsu's piano works, the Japanese 
philosophical idea of "extremity" is often represented by low bass notes motion in 
extreme registral spans. For example, the melodic part of these works often rely on 
the octatonic collection, while its twelve-tone complement, the remaining four notes 
of the aggregate, would be placed in the accompaniment, in the extreme isolated low 
8 These three articles are listed as following: Timothy Koozin, "Traversing Distance: Pitch 
Organization, Gesture, and Imagery in the Late Works of Toru Takemitsu," Contemporary Music 
Review, vol. 21, 4 (Dec. 2002): 1 7 - 3 4 . , 
Timothy Koozin, "Octatonicism in Recent Solo Piano Works of Torn Takemitsu," Perspectives of New • 
Music, vol. 29, 1 (Winter 1991): 124-41. 
Timothy Koozin, "Takemitsu's Unity of Opposites," College Music Symposium: Journal of the 
College Music Society, vol. 30，1 (Spring 1990): 34-44. 
9 Koozin asserts that Takemitsu's use of octatonicism is influenced by Olivier Messiaen. . 
Koozin, "Octatonicism in Recent Solo Piano Works," 141-2. 
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bass. This extreme low bass motion serves to determine the long-range coherence 
of the music. Although the uses of the symmetrical octatonic collections seem to 
suggest the influence of Western composers, Takemitsu transforms the way they are 
used, 11 and in so doing exemplifies the confluence of Eastern and Western ideas. 
Koozin explores the extent to which Western approaches to octatonicism 
influenced Takemitsu in another article, "Traversing Distances: Pitch Organization, 
Gesture, and Imagery in the Late Works of Tom Takemitsu." He states that 
Takemitsu creates a syntax of musical imagery rooted in the music of Claude 
Debussy. 12 He also discusses the influences of Messiaen's limited modes of 
transposition on the music of Takemitsu. According to Koozin, in the late works, at 
the same time that Takemitsu sought alternatives to the self-referential formalist 
values of German organicism, he developed consummate mastery of Western 
contemporary musical techniques. By assimilating the coloristic French musical 
tradition into traditional Japanese aesthetic values, Takemitsu succeeds in creating 
what Koozin calls a "pan-tonal focus," a multiplicity of meanings through sound. ^ ^ 
In "Takemitsu's Unity of Opposites," Koozin explores the interaction of 
11 Koozin regards the recent piano works are those works written from the second period onward, just 
according to Burt's suggested stylistic period-divisions. .. 
12 Timothy Koozin, "Traversing Distance: Pitch Organization, Gesture, and Imagery in the Late 
Works of Tom Takemitsu," Contemporary Music Review, vol. 21, 4 (Dec. 2002): 19. 
Timothy Koozin, "Takemitsu's Unity of Opposites," College Music Symposium: Journal of the 
College Music Society, vol. 30’ 1 (Spring 1990): 34-44. . 
13 Koozin, "Traversing Distance," 29-30. 
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octatonicism and chromaticism in Takemitsu's piano works. ！斗 Koozin argues that 
the composer's creates a uniquely powerful and original means of expression through 
a unity of apparent contradictions. Poised in perfect balance between opposing 
musical and cultural idioms, Takemitsu's elegant music achieves a powerful and 
quiet intensity. Also, this article examines the concept of ma, a way to use silence 
in the traditional Japanese noh drama, and traces the embedding of this idea in 
Takemitsu's music, which strongly reflects the composer's adherence to Japanese 
tradition in his Western-based compositions. 
Indeed, in the essay "One sound," published in the journal Contemporary Music 
Review, the composer himself acknowledges the influence that the traditional 
Japanese time concept of ma in noh performance had on his m u s i c ] 5 This essay 
confirms the importance of traditional Japanese aesthetics for Takemitsu, and offers 
insight into the composer's approach to time, colour, and tone. 
In recent music theoretical scholarship, a number of scholars have attempted to 
trace the technical means by which traditional Japanese aesthetic conceptions are 
manifested in Takemitsu's music. Steven Nuss's article “Takemitsu and the Cry of 
the Phoenix" is a well-known analytical essay that explores gagaku's influences on 
Koozin, "Takemitsu's Unity ofOpposites" 34-44. 
For further reference, see Torn Takemitsu, "One Sound," Contemporary Music Review, vol. 1, 2 
(1987): 3-4. • 
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Takemitsu's first- and second-period compositions. Nuss identifies five 
compositional devices derived from the gagaku tradition, especially eleven chords 
from the native instrument, sho/^ and illustrates this argument with many musical 
examples. 17 Nuss employs set theory to explore how Takemitsu manipulates and 
transforms elements from traditional Japanese music in his composition. He even 
classifies the sho chords into eleven pitch class sets for his analysis. Since I will 
also employ set theory to analyse the music in this thesis, Nuss's discussion is a very 
useful model. Another article discussing East-West cultural hybridty in Takemitsu's 
music is Edward Smaldone's "Japanese and Western Confluences in Large-scale 
Pitch Organization of Tom Takemitsu's November Steps and Autumn,''^^ although 
Smaldone's approach has had little influence on my own methodology. 
Although not directly relevant to Takemitsu, Joji Yuasa, in his article "Music as 
a Reflection of a Composer's Cosmology," provides us with valuable insight on how 
traditional Japanese philosophical ideas may be expressed in Japanese contemporary 
music. 19 Yuasa discusses persepetives on time, sound gestures, shifting tempi, 
16 Sho is a Japanese ethnic wind instrument made with a wooden, circular mouth organ with 
seventeen pipes and is capable of playing sustained, block style chords. According to Nuss, sho is 
able to produce eleven chords. 
17 Steven Nuss, "Takemitsu and the Cry of the Phoenix," in A Way Alone: Writings on Toru Takemitsu, 
edited by Hugh de Ferranti and Yoko Narazaki (Tokyo: Academia Music Ltd., 2002), 89. 
Edward Smaldone, "Japanese and Wekem Confluences in Large-scale Pitch Organization of Torn 
Takemitsu's November Steps and Autumn" Perspectives of New Music, vol. 27, 2 (Summer 1989), 
216-31. 
19 Joji Yuasa, "Music as a Reflection of a Composer's Cosmology," Perspectives of New Music, vol. 
27，2 (Summer 1989): 176-97. . 
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small notes, timbre and language in traditional Japanese music aesthetics, and how 
these may be adapted by contemporary composers. He then lists musical examples 
to illustrate the points. Although Yuasa's examples are mainly drawn from his 
own works, the discussion is relevant to my consideration of Takemitsu, as it 
suggests possible ways in which Japanese aesthetic ideas may be related to 
compositional techniques. 
From the above literature survey, we can see that recent discourse on 
Takemitsu's music has very much concentrated on how the composer has 
amalgamated Japanese and the Western elements. Some of the articles explore the 
employment of Japanese traditional elements, such as sho chords, in Takemitsu's 
compositions, while others discuss the influences of Western masters, such as 
Debussy and Messiaen. However, there are not many researches focused on 
exploring the expressions and the musical meanings of Takemitsu's works in relation 
to compositional techniques, especially those works from his late style (ca. 1980 to 
1996). I shall attempt to do so in the present thesis, with reference to Toward the 
Sea (1981) as a case study. 
10 
Chapter 2: Methodology and Analytical Issues 
In this pastoral，picture-like piece，the three notes，E flat (term “Es’，in German)，E 
and A，which coincide with the letters of SEA，motivate the Melody ：。 
Toru Takemitsu 1989 
The "Waterscape" Series 
In the 1970s, with renewed awareness of his native musical tradition, Takemitsu 
began to assimilate "Eastern" or the traditional Japanese ideas to his hitherto 
Western-influenced compositional style. This is what Burt calls Takemitsu's 
"second style p e r i o d . T h e works from this period, such as For Away for solo 
piano (1971), the orchestral work Autumn (1974)，and A Flock Descends into the 
Pentagonal Garden (1977), simultaneously reflect his gradual breaking-off from 
Western influences and the assimilation of Japanese traditional musical practices. A 
Flock Descends, in particular, is a significant watershed in Takemitsu's work. 
However, Takemitsu's music style continued to evolve, and by the late 1970s, the 
"third period" style emerged.^^ “ 
According to Peter Burt, it is quite interesting to observe that the third-period 
style of Takemitsu's music became subtler and more individual, or simply put, more 
20 Tom Takmitsu, Toward the Sea�record sleeve notes, performed by Pierre-Yves Artaud (alto flute) 
and Norio Sato (guitar), Digital CD FOCD3255, 1989. 
21 Burt, Music of Takemitsu, 110-131. 
22 Burt regards Takemitsu's third period of musical style obviously begins from 1980 onward. This 
period of style is mainly seen in relation to Takemitsu's uses of sea motive and "sea of tonality" in the 
music. Ibid., 175. 
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“Romantic” in sound. ^ ^ He also mentions that, after abandonning his earlier 
avant-garde experimentation, Takemitsu's musical language now acquired a certain 
"tonal" stability, a consistent sound that would become more or less normative for 
the remainder of his career.24 I believe that Burt's assertion of the so-called 
"tonal，，and personal sonority in Takemitsu's late style music is largely based on the 
prevalent use of "conventional" chords, especially in the so-called "Waterscape" 
series. 25 
The "Waterscape" series comprise works that have images of water in their 
titles. The first water-inspired pieces, ^ ^ Garden Rain (1974)，Waves (1976), 
Quatrain (1977) and Waterways (1978) can be retraced to the early 1970s. Then, in 
the following decade of the 1980s, Takemitsu wrote no fewer than twelve works with 
water references in their titles, such as: Toward the Sea (1981) and its two 
arrangements (1981); Rain Tree (1981); Rain Spell, Rain Tree Sketch and Rain 
Coming (1982); Wavelength (1984); Rain Dreaming (1986); The Sea is Still (1986), 
Riverrun (1987), and I Hear the Water Dreaming (1987).^ "^  This series of works, 
thus, indicates the importance of aligning musical sonority with the metaphorical 
23 Burt, Music of Takemitsu, 175. 
24 Takemitsu's second period of musical style is always regarded as the atonal modernism or 
"avant-garde," making his music more international recognized. Refer to Burt, Music of Takemitsu, 
132-75. 
25 The uses of these conventional chords, actually, are not in the manner of the major-minor system. 
26 The first work using watery reference in title actually is an electronic music, Water Music in 1960. 
But the composition in normal instrumentation with the "watery" title is Garden Rain (1974). • 
27 Ohtake, Creative Sources, 177. 
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references to water for understanding Takemitsu's third-period compositional 
manner. 
Interestingly, Takemitsu himself associates his third-period style change with the 
desire to represent the sounds and effects of nature elements, such as, wind or water, 
through musical means. For Takemitsu, the “sea” in particular, is both a favourite 
nature image and a source of compositional inspiration. In an article entitled 
"Water" published in 1980, Takemitsu states that he wants his music to move as 
gradually as the sea-wave.^^ In a lecture given at Studio 200 in Tokyo on April 30, 
1984，Takemitsu asserted that he wanted to plan a tonal "sea," from which many 
"pantonal" chords flow, in Far Call’ Coming, Far!?，According to Takemitsu, the 
fact that water has many different natural states is metaphorical: “Water is like a 
sound" (it cannot be decomposed) and “the sea is like music” (its tidal currents 
produce waves). ^ ^ As rain, lakes, rivers and sea are merely transient states of water, 
musical compositions are similarly transient representations of sounds.^ ^ 
Furthermore, Takemitsu himself explicitly draws attention to two specific 
compositional devices that he associates with the image of water or sea in his mature 
compositions. The first is the so-called “S-E-A motive" with the pitches, Eb (Es in 
28 Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 132. 
29 Ibid., 112. 
Refer to the discussion about water in Ohtake, Creative Sources, 33-34. • 
Ibid.’ 33. 
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German nomenclature), E and A. The second is the "sea of tonality，” which 
Takemtisu defines as a flowing series of "pantonal" chords?� 
1 Aside from Takemitsu's own writings about his compositional language, the 
significance of his programmatic titles should not be overlooked. For Takemitsu 
has remarked that "it is, however, incorrect to say I do not think of music in terms of 
words. For me composition always involves a strong interaction between music 
and words.’，33 Words, unquestionably, play a significant role in Takemitsu's 
composition. It seems that Takemitsu views words and texts as a supplementary 
expressive means that clarifies the meaning of his music. Takemitus writes, "to find 
an appropriate title for a composition, I move back and forth between sounds and 
words. When I decide on a title, it is not merely to suggest a mood but a mark of 
significance of the music and the problem encountered in its general construction ”34 
Given Takemitsu's serious attitude toward words, several interesting 
interpretive issues arise. Is a work's programmatic title, and related writings such as 
programme note and aesthetic commentary, indispensable for our understanding of 
the music? To what extent do these texts relate to compositional technique? Does 
the expressive meaning of a work depend upon words as well as music? I shall 
32 Ohtake has quoted Takemitsu's own idea on "pantonal" sonority in his book. Ohtake, Creative 
Sources, 35. 
33 Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 97. . 
34 Ibid., 97. This assertion comes from Takemitsu's lecture-talk. 
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attempt to address these questions with reference to Toward the Sea for alto flute and 
guitar (1981). 
1 Toward the Sea, is the original and first of a set of three compositions with the 
same title. It was written as a commissioned work by the Greenpeace Foundation's 
"Save the Whales" campaign. ^ ^ The other two re-arrangements are named Toward 
the Sea II and Toward the Sea III. Toward the Sea II is a re-arrangement for 
chamber orchestra, while Toward the Sea III is for harp and alto flute.^^ The present 
study focuses on the original version. 
As I mentioned before, the concepts of “sea motive" and "sea of tonality" are 
important for understanding Takemitsu's "Waterscape" series. Toward the Sea is the 
first piece in the series to use the word "sea" directly in the programmatic title. 
Here the title no longer refers to the smaller horizons of earlier pieces, such as river, 
water, or rain. Instead, the "water" image is elevated into the sea itself, a larger, 
broader and all-embracing sphere. 
The title therefore may invite us to approach Toward the Sea both 
metaphorically and technically, as a representative case study of Takemitsu's shift 
“toward” the great "sea" of "pantonality" in his late style, as well as a case study for 
Ohtake, Creative Sources, 26. 
The other two compositions, Toward the Sea II and Toward the Sea III, are only the 
re-arrangements with different instrumentations. The melodic themes and the basic harmonic 
devices are similar. The slight changes are only because of using different instrumentations. 
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exploring the interaction of programme and technique in a specific compositional 
context. In particular, I will examine the role the S-E-A motive plays in the piece, 
and how its motivic manipulations interact with the flow of "pantonal" chords. 
The methodology for this thesis will therefore rely both on the more technical 
analytical vocabulary of music theory as well as hermeneutic perspectives. First, 
the music-theoretical basis for this study: the music of Toward the Sea is largely 
motivically structured. As I shall argue later, aside from Takemitsu' self-defined 
sea motive, the work also relies on a second important motive. Exploring 
Takemitsu's manipulations of these two central motives can enhance our 
understanding of both the phrase structure and the large-scale coherence across 
movements. 
My analytical discussion of these motives will refer to concepts of pitch-class 
set and referential collections in the atonal set theory developed by Allen Forte. 
Not only is set theory the standard analytical methodology for post-tonal music today; 
the concept of pitch-class set was also originally developed for 
motivically-constructed music, namely the pre-serial atonal works of the Second 
Viennese School. I believe, therefore, it can be a useful tool for describing the 
motivic aspects of Takemitsu's music. Aside from studying the motivic surface of . 
this work, I also wish to acquire an extensive understanding of Takemitsu's new 
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harmonic language. I will consider Takemitsu's "sea of tonality" in terms of 
referential collections: the more dissonant octatonic and whole tone collections as 
well as the more familiar-sounding modal and pentatonic collections. For, while the 
"pantonal" chords that Takemitsu employs may include conventional chordal 
sonorities, such as triads and seventh chords. ^ ^ The concept of referential collection 
is more appropriate. Furthermore, the importance of referential collections such as 
octatonicism for Takemitsu is also well-documented in the literature I cited in 
Chapter 1. My set-theoretical and referential approaches are therefore continuous 
with earlier analytical studies on the composer. 
Since expressive meaning and compositional devices are inseparable, I will also 
propose an interpretative model that correlates expressive meanings with my 
analytical findings. With regard to the interpretative aspect of my study, I have 
drawn upon both musical and non-musical scholarship on genre. Heather Dubrow's 
influential book, Genre, is the first book to offer a historical survey of genre theory, 
and traces the history from the Greek rhetoricians to the present figures. There is 
particular emphasis on the ways in which comments on genre reflect underlying 
. “ 
From Takemitsu' own written statement, the "sea of tonality" relates to a flow of "pantonal” chords. • 
Since there are different explanations of the concept of'pantonality," or "pantonal" harmony in the 
recent music theory scholarship, I will explore the meaning of Takemitsu's "pantonal" chords in this 
music. However, in Takemitsu's own writing, he claimed that he employed some triads, such as G 
minor and E '^minor in his music Far Calls. Coming, Far!. This gives us a clue that his "pantonal" • 
chords may include conventional triads. 
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aesthetic attitudes. ^ ^ Alastair Fowler's book on the literary genre is also an 
important influence on my interpretative approaches By adapting concepts derived 
from literary theory, I have developed the concept of "programmatic code" in this 
thesis. This concept of programmatic code is theoretically adapted from Dubrow 
and Fowler's literary concept of genre, but refers to programmatic elements such as 
work title, program notes, and composers' own writings about their musical style. 
A strong precedent for my approach can be found in Jeffrey Kallberg's article, 
“The Rhetoric of Genre: Chopin's Nocturne in G M i n o r . W i t h reference to 
Chopin's Nocturne in G minor. Op. 15 No. 3, Kallberg thoroughly explores the 
communicative power of a genre. I have extended Kallberg's concepts of “generic 
code” and “generic contract" to construct my interpretative model for Takemitsu's 
music. Finally, Robert Hatten's concepts of markedness, correlation and 
interpretation, developed in relation to Beethoven, are also important influences on 
the present study. A central argument in Hatten's interpretative model is how we 
can obtain musical meaning through correlating external cultural references to 
, “ 
Heather Dubrow, Genre, (New York: Methuen & Co. Ltd, 1982), 105-118. 
39 Alastair Fowler, Kinds of Literature: An Introduction to the Theory of Genres and Modes, (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1982)，88-105. 如 Jeffrey Kallberg, "The Rhetoric of Genre: Chopin's Nocturne in G Minor" 19'^-Century Music, vol. 
11, 3 (Spring 1988), 238-61. 
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musical competencies 斗！ His concepts of "topic" and "expressive genre" are based 
on such correlation. Although Hatten's model focuses on the music within the tonal 
system, I believe that it can also be adapted for my present purpose. In addition, my 
interpretative model for Toward the Sea is extended from Hatten's model. 
The starting point for my interpretative model, then, assumes that the meaning 
of the work relies upon interactions between two parallel systems of signification. 
The first, obviously, is the music, the compositional techniques used within the score. 
The second is what I shall call the programmatic code, the extra-musical references 
such as work title and aesthetic statements that I mentioned earlier. It remains, then, 
for me to define what I mean by "programmatic code" more systematically. 
The Programmatic Code 
When discussing the communicative power of a literary genre. Heather Dubrow 
states, "a genre is less like a game than like a code of social behavior . . . but also a 
communication from the writer to his readers. He is in effect telling us the name 
and rules of his code, rules that affect not only how he should write the work but also 
41 Hatten expands the idea of "topics" of classical music, which was first used by Leonard Ratner. 
Ratner argued that the "topics" used in classical music is to express musical meaning. They are the 
stylistic references, creating expectancy for the listener. "Topics" appear as fUlly worked-out pieces, 
that is, types; or as figures and progressions within a piece, that is, styles. Ratner has listed various 
kinds of "topics," such as, Dances, Hunt music, March, Turkish music, French overture, and etc. A 
listener acquires understanding of the musical meaning when the music presents such "topics." For 
more details, refer to Leonard G Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: 
Schirmer Books, 1980). For Hatten's expanded concept ofmarkedness," refer to Robert S. Hatten, 
Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation and Interpretation (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1994), 29-66. 
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how we should read Dubrow's concept of generic code concerns a code of 
social behaviour that governs how writers write and how readers read. The 
processes of writing and reading together fulfil a dual-communicative function. 
A title may similarly be perceived as a form of communication between writers and 
readers.43 Alastair Fowler has argued that when modem poems are extremely 
short and seem generically inventive, the role of the title increases in importance.^* 
The title of a work of literature has a strategic role in guiding the reader, inducing 
receptivity. 
I believe that the above concepts from literary theory could be extended to apply 
to the works of music. A title of a musical work could be seen as a statement of 
intent by the writer/composer; or, at the very least it should be valuable information 
about how the artist wants to present his work. At the same time, the title also 
purports to arouse particular responses from the l istenerAudiences encountering 
a work for the first time may become attuned to information presented in the title, 
and would prepare themselves to listen in a more discriminating way. Like the 
literary genre, a programmatic title has a dual-communicative function: it presents 
42 Heather Dubrow, The Critical Idiom: Genre, (London: Methuen & Co., Ltd. 1982), 31. 
Fowler, Kinds of Literature, 88-89. 
M Ibid., 96-97. 
Fowler is discussing about the significance of the generic title that appeared in the beginning of a 
work. But I believe a programmatic title, which also appears at the beginning of a musical work,‘ 
also possesses the similar significance. For further detail, refer to Fowler, Kinds of Literature, 92-93. 
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the composer's intention at the same time that it induces receptivity in the listener. 
In music history, the concepts of genre and title have often, but not always, been 
synonymous. However, in the 20也 century they have diverged more often than not, 
since standard formal procedures associated with particular genres, such as sonata 
form and rondo, have largely disappeared. The communicative function of generic 
expectations is often replaced by the programmatic title; indeed, Carl Dahlhaus has 
equated the notion of "title" with that of "genre" for 20*^  century music 妨 
The programmatic title of a musical work can exert a persuasive force on the 
listener. It guides the expectancies and responses of the listeners. In defining a 
genre, Dubrow quotes E. D. Hirsch's assertion that it is more like a ‘‘code of social 
behavior, “ a framework that consequently affects the decisions made by the author 
in writing the work and the listener in hearing the work. A similar channel of 
communication also exists between composer and listener. This is what I call the 
"programmatic code." 
A programmatic code is the message conveyed by the composer to the listener 
through the title and the related extra-musical references of a work, and 
simultaneously, the listener develops expectations or responses to that message 
“ 
“ Kallberg has commented on Dalhlaus's oversight on equating the title with genre in 20也 century 
music in his article. Whether Kallberg's comment is reasonable or not, the communicative power of 
a work's title in the 20也 century music can be seen. Refer Kallberg, "The Rhetoric of Genre," 242. 
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conveyed. Both parties, composer and listener, are involved in the communication. 
On one hand, the code reflects the message that composer intends to convey 
(intention), while on the other hand, it arouses listeners' responses (reception). 
Moreover, the programmatic code for a particular musical work includes not only its 
title, but also other kinds of extra-musical reference, such as the composer's own 
programme notes for a concert or a digital CD record, lecture talks, personal 
memoirs, interview notes. Articles written by the composer about his/her aesthetic 
views, compositional sketches, and other documentary evidence can also form part of 
the programmatic code, a network of references which are meaningful to composer 
himself and listener as well. 
At the same time, of course, the process of communication also involves a 
musical code, comprising various musical parameters, such as, meter, tempo, musical 
gestures, rhythm, motives, formal structure, and even the performance practice. 
Here we must be careful to evaluate, and compare, the "messages" presented by the 
programmatic code and the musical code. For a composer may not always be 
honest or complete about his intentions in his writings for his compositions. A title 
might be .employed for purposes of marketing and to promote the composer's work, 
not to express his own creative idea. He might not tell the complete "truth" about 
a work because he has developed different ideas since completing the work. As a 
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result, a programmatic reference can never replace analysis that discovers the 
meaning of a work through examining evidence from the music itself. 
In my view, programmatic codes frequently function like a tone of voice rather 
than a formal clear-cut signal. They provide possible clues to the meaning of the 
music or direct our attention to the parts that are potentially significant, but they do 
not and cannot offer an infallible key to its meaning. The process of receptivity to 
the programmatic codes is never a simple and linear one. In other words, the 
pattern of listener's reactions to the programmatic code is not “if then ’，，but 
is more accurately formulated as "if. then possibly.” Perhaps, then, the most 
interesting and attractive way to construct a "reading" of a piece of music is to 
approach it from both musical and programmatic perspectives. 
Interpretative Model 
Whether as composers, performers, theorists, or historians, we are constantly 
interpreting sounds through time as meaningful, in other words, as music. 
Contemporary musical works, generally, do not refer to any sharable compositional 
system as common practice period music did. Instead, they are often created by the 
composer's own unique ingenuity, and an idiosyncratic compositional language. 
At the same time, the composer guides the listener through the provision of 
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programmatic codes in addition to the music. I believe that a full understanding of 
the work can only be reached if we strategically interpret the interaction between the 
two parallel systems of signification. Table 1 shows the basic model for such 
interpretation: 
Table 1: Interpretative Model 
Extra-musical References Musical Competencies 
guide 
Programmatic Codes J j^teipreter U 
(text) V / (score) 
analysis 
Table 1: Basic model for strategic interpretation. 
As Table 1 illustrates, the interactions between programmatic and musical codes 
are mapped onto guiding and analyzing functions. On the one hand, programmatic 
codes guide the listener to become aware of the composer's intentions. The music, 
on the other hand, relies upon musical competencies by both composer and listener. 
These musical competencies might include different kinds of compositional 
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techniques, musical devices and unique harmonic idioms employed by the composer. 
Through analysis, the listener gains a formal or technical understanding of the 
musical competencies, and can then refer them to the programmatic codes that 
originally guided his perception. He can then examine how the programmatic 
intentions are represented through musical means. It is within the sphere of 
constant interaction between the two sets of codes that interpretation resides. 
With reference to Toward the Sea, then, I will stipulate that its programmatic 
title, as well as the movement titles, "The Night，” "Moby Dick," and "Cape Cod," 
together with Takemitsu's own written documents, constitute its programmatic code. 
The interactions between the programmatic codes and the musical competencies give 
rise to my hermeneutic reading of the work. The details of these interactions will 
be the subject of the next two chapters. 
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Chapter 3: The Sea Motive 
Why did I choose these pitches? I wanted to plan a tonal "sea, ” Here the “sea ” 
is Ef^ [Es in German nomenclature] - E - A, a three-note ascending motive 
consisting of a half step and a perfect fourthJ*^ 
Toru Takemitsu 1984 
The music of Toward the Sea is clearly related to the theme of the Greenpeace 
commission, “Save the W h a l e s . M y consideration of the programmatic title as a 
means of understanding of Takemitsu's compositional language is suggested by 
Takemitsu's-own documented statements. As I mentioned in Chapter 2, Takemitsu 
claims that the accompanying text can constitute "a mark of significance，，in his 
music.49 But what is the mark of significance in the music of Toward the Seal 
How does it relate to Takemistsu's compositional plan, and how can my concept of 
programmatic code account for the relationship? 
Although Takemitsu never defined what he meant by “mark of significance," I 
believe my notion of "programmatic, code" can be seen as equivalent to the 
conception of Takemitsu's “mark of significance" in music. It refers to the 
programmatic titles and Takemitsu's own written related documents. The title of 
this piece. Toward the Sea’ presents a pictorial image of a gestural motion of the 
“ 
47 Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 112. 明 Ohtake, Creative Sources, 26. . 
49 This assertion comes from Takemitsu's lecture-talk. Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 97. 
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sea-wave moving to and fro restlessly. The first guideline that Takemitsu 
communicates to the listener, thus，is a "musical sea ” Sea, as we have leamt from 
Takemitus's own writings, is a favorite metaphor. Takemitsu once stated that he 
uses musical sounds to delineate a flowing sea: “I feel that water and sound are 
similar. We know water only in its transitory forms - rains, a lake, a river, or the 
sea. Music is like a river or sea. As many different currents create those oceans, 
so does music deepen our lives with constantly changing awareness ” � � T a k e m i t s u 
accomplishes this goal of "sea" by creating a unique musical sonority. He says, “I 
gather sounds and mobilizing them with least force possible, not by control and 
moving them like driving vehicle in the compositions."^^ In Toward the Sea, 
Takemitsu deliberately employs his self-defined "sea motive” and "sea of tonality" to 
delineate this musical sea. 
Aside from the image of the sea, the word "toward" is also very important. 
From the Oxford Advances Learner�s English Dictionary, the literal meaning of this 
word is “in the direction of, without necessarily reaching" or ‘‘so as approach to," or 
"on the road to." “Toward，” in a compositional context, suggests a process of 
proceeding towards a goal. The musical "toward' motion therefore not only forms 
part of the programmatic code, but is also an accurate description of the unique way 
Takermtsu, Confronting Silence, 133. • 
Ibid., 26-27. 
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Takemitsu approaches musical development.^^ Takemitsu once explained that he 
did not want his music to develop like a Western sonata. Instead, "you go to a far 
place and suddenly find yourself back home without having noticed the return. 
In this work, imaginary soundscapes appear to move repeatedly toward a motivic or 
harmonic goal，54 and through continuous repetitions, albeit modified，the music 
delineates a sense of "toward," and thus, is "continually developing." Therefore, 
these compositional practices form part of Takemitsu's developing technique of his 
unique compositional language. 
In addition, Takemitsu has asserted, "thinking of musical form I think of liquid 
form. I wish for musical changes to be as gradual as the t i d e s . T h e word 
resonates with Takemitsu's metaphor of musical structure as being like water or sea. 
In Toward the Sea, the musical structure is designed as a “liquid form" (example 1). 
The phrase structure and rhythm are deliberately loose to suggest the transitory, 
circulating motion of sea-waves. There are no notated meter and bar lines in the 
score. The melodic gestures seem to imitate an improvisatory style and the 
performing manner is rather free and spontaneous.^^ In the rest of the chapter，I 
“Burt, Music of Torn Takemitsu, 275. 
Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, \Q6., 
54 •.’ 106. •• 
“Ibid, 132. 
For analytical convenience, I will divide the music into "phrases," marked as Ph. 1，Ph. 2, etc. 
Decisions on the phrases segmentation of the piece will largely rely on performance indicators such as 
tempo change, texture change, dynamic change, and rest or breath-point of the alto flute playing. . 
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shall examine in detail the manipulations and transformations of the essential 
motives throughout all three movements of Toward the Sea, and considering ways in 
which the interaction between programmatic and musical codes give rise to musical 
meaning. 
Example 1: Liquid Form of Musical Structure 
TOWARD THE SEA 
Scoring without 海八 
m : 一 s flute and Guitar 丁。� Takemitsu 
‘ 1 . The Night 武满撤 
； HoUowtoa^ onnal Nom—一 . 
； ' | | 1 i P r r ; L r 
rfPPcrttc. P Crete. ^ f T 二I* 一?* ii^ 
/ / J - *rr"r;^ntrlir r I 1 
二 、 
Z / (P) P P P mr- J 
Loose performing manner 一 • -
广 I 
Circulating sea-wave moving to and fro 
The Sea Motive 
The central motive in Toward the Sea is Takemitsu's self-defined "sea-motive," 
[E^ - E - A] (pitch class set [3 4 9] or prime set [0 1 6]).^ ^ It functions as an 
important cell, both structurally and metaphorically, to govern the organisation and 
I will use the so-called "fixed-doh" system to describe the transpositional activities of the motives 
in this paper. Therefore, the sea motive [0 1 6] is To and [3 4 9] is T3. . 
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development of the music. The sea motive can appear in either ordered or 
unordered forms (example 2). Because the ordered form of this motive ([0 1 6]) 
spells the word "SEA," it can be considered more stable and "perfect" than the 
unordered forms. Furthermore, the perfect fourth intervallic motion between the 
last two notes of this ordered form alludes to the tonal perfect cadence (5 - ^ which 
also is associated with stability. By contrast, the unordered or inverted variants of 
this motive, for example, [ 0 - 7 - 1 ] (To I), is a tritone apart in the last two notes and 
thus sounds less stable. Generally, the uses of either ordered or unordered form of 
the sea motive in a phrase metaphorically portrays the motion of the sea-waves. 
When the motivic melody moves from an unordered to an ordered one, or from other 
pitch contents to a sea motive (unordered and ordered), it could be read as portraying 
a sense of moving "toward" the “sea ” In the rest of this chapter, I shall examine 
the motivic structure within each movement in greater detail. 
Example 2: Metaphorical Sea Motive 
Sea Motive • ordered [EbEA] Motive used in 'Toward the Sea" Ordered sea motive used in phrase 18 ofinov. 3 
Prime set c lass - [01 6] unorfcied sea motive [COC#] Ordered sea motive [ 0 0#C»] 
^ ^ t ; 丨 丨 • • 卜 丨| • � - j 
3 4 9� 0 7 S 7 8 1 
P4 implies "tonal" sense Triton apart T7 of P 1 句 piiwe foim 
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First Movement 一 The Night 
The first movement of Toward the Sea, titled "The Night,，，is structured in a 
binary A - B form (Section A: Phrases 1 to Section B, Phrases 8 to 12).^ ^ 
Section A contains no sea motivic phrase-structure, while section B is mainly 
constructed with the sea-motivic phrases. As the movement progresses, the sea 
motive emerges with increasingly greater clarity, suggesting a gradual process 
"toward" the goal of “sea.” But how is the “night” depicted in a musical way to 
arouse our response, and how does it form part of the programmatic code of 
“toward” the "sea?" 
The image of the night suggests quietness, fading out of tunes, and 
associations of a calm atmosphere. This sense is represented musically by the 
performance indication "dying away naturally" and frequent use of long pauses 
(example 3). Silence, as a musical parameter, can produce expectancy. The long 
pause at the end of phrases not only imitates the night's calm and quiet atmosphere. 
The silence in the music, therefore, could imply continuation of the music. While 
Refer to footnote 56. I cannot present the whole score to show all my phrasal divisions in this 
thesis because of the copyright. I can only use the excerpts of the score. I think it is enough for our 
understanding of the analysis. Also, I will re-divide the music into certain "phrases" labeled with 
number, for example, Ph. 1’ Ph. 2, for analytical convenience, not for performance practices. The 
re-dividing principle will accord to the score's bar-line, dotted-bar line, tempo change, texture change, 
d^amic change, rest or breath-point of the aJto flute playing. 
5 As we shall see later, I see the end of Phrase 7 as an important formal articulation because it ends 
with the first clear presentation of the sea motive [8 9 2] in ordered form and a long pause. Another 
essential motive [6 8 0] ([0 2 6] in prime form) is juxtaposed with the sea motive at the end of the 
phrase. I will term this [0 2 6] motive as the "whale" motive, since its use becomes increasingly . 
important in the second movement. I will discuss the whale motive in greater detail later. 
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the long pause is employed, the performing indication, "dying away naturally," in the 
flute melody occurs six times in this movement, enhancing the calm and quiet of the 
night，。 
Example 3: Clam and Quiet Atmosphere in the Night 
1. The Night 
, HonowtoM Nonnal ^^..-^H-too® Nonn.—' 
丨I 1 � I I' M 11,1 L TtPPcmc. Pentc. 了 �— _ _� 一:厂匕 _ i^i — 
J - Approximately 63jioco aeetL^ • -—BSSSJSjL^^ 
‘ - t r r ~ ~ j ^ i i . f T i m i A j 
Long pause: Silence is also music, 
producing clam and quiet mood. ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ Fading away of the flute melody 
pn/^bfy, 3 itrtns$ to b« Mcd. 
Section A: Ambiguity in the Beginning Phrases 
Compared with using of the sea motive to structure the phrases in section B, the 
absence of a clear sea motivic phrase makes the beginning of this section rather 
ambiguous. There are plenty of non-tonal materials, such as octatonic and 
60 Six places in the flute part indicated with this performance direction are: Ph. 1, 4, 8, 9 (2 times) and 
12. 
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whole-tone materials employed in both the alto flute melody and the guitar 
accompaniment. ^^  Although unordered sea motives appear, the use of a 
confirmative three-note "sea" motive in ordered form as the motivic goal in the 
phrase is notably absent. In the guitar part of phrases 1 and 2，a very quick 
tremolo-like figuration moving in an arpeggiated sexplet derived from the sea motive 
( 9 - 1 0 - 9 - 3 - 9 - 3)，62 and a short-valued vertical "sea" motive of [8 9 2], give 
only an unclear suggestion of the "sea" in the accompaniment. In addition, the 
small-note ornament of two very quick moving ornaments of sea motives, ( 3 - 9 -8) 
plus (7 - 0 - 6) in phrase 1，decorates the F# flute melody, as well as the motivic 
motion of (9 - 4 - 10) in the flute part of phrase 2 is also an unordered sea motive. 
This sea melodic motion (9 - 4 - 10) dissolves gradually into a rapid tremolo-like 
quinplet figuration of two notes B^ and E, forming a tritone apart. Since all sea 
motives used here are rather short and unclear, I believe that they might function in 
two ways. First, they portray a to and fro unsteady motion of the metaphorical sea, 
but at the same time, they enhance the structural coherence in an organic level 
(example 4). The music of these two phrases, however, conveys to the listener one 
of the programmatic codes: an impression of wave motion. 
61 The use of these non-tonal materials is significant in the setting of the "sea of tonality." They 
mainly come from the symmetrical collections, such as octatonic or whole-tone collections. I will 
discuss their non-tonal nature in the chapter 4. 
62 The beginning sexplet figuration, [9 10 3], is an ordered sea motive of T9. It forms an organic • 
coherence with the prolonged sea motivic motion, ( 9 - 1 0 - 3 ) , in the flute part. 
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Viewing from a larger-scale aspect, the pitches of the sea motive emerge slowly, 
eventually resulting in a prolonged sea motive from phrases 1 to 4 in the flute 
melody (example 5). This initial statement of the sea motive is often interpolated 
with other pitch materials. Such interpolated materials often employ octatonic, 
whole-tone materials, or other note-sets. Therefore, among various kinds of pitch 
contents, I believe that the octatonic content is the main source from which the sea 
motive derived, since [0 1 6] is a tripartition from the octatonic collection. I will 
discuss the significance of this derivation in relation to the "sea of tonality," and the 
relationship between the octatonic material and metaphorical sea in the next chapter. 
Example 4: Unordered Sea Motives in Organic Structure 
Mov. 1 Phrase 1 - 4: Unordered sea. motives 
Prolonged sea motivic motion [ 9 - 1 0 - 3 ] emeriges ftom oct&tonic and whok tons matehals 
Whole tone and octatonic matetiAls suiroiuided the sea motives 
Several uses of unordered sea motive show otganic structure in laige-scale aspect 
Ph. 1 Ph. 2 Ph. 3 Ph. 4 
9 10 3 
U L i S L L , - -
(so二!SSi) ‘ ^^ ^^  ^^ ^^义；^^ ^^ ^^ ^ t|•；Jri^〉薦 
2 omamentol sea motive ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ * ‘ 
augment C39?l+[70fl OCTOl O^Ol 
Guitar (fc ！ i ! 3 Si 3 � � • � . •• � \ hS l 
. 二 厂 飞 、 ： \ ^ ^ 
V ‘ - - � � � / \ � � �XJ!1L^ 
•Sea" arpeggiated _ � - � � _ �� "SeV" vertkal choid [8 9 2] 
chord 19,10-35 / � - � � � � � � � � � � 
\ � � / � - � • :::}: 
；Sea motive in sitialler scaJe motion ] 丨 Unstable " s e a " ; ；shows otganic structuie in kigp aspect I ； • ； 
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As my analytical graph in example 5 shows, a large-scale statement of the sea 
motive is structurally completed at the first note of phrase 4 with the arrival of the E^ 
note, the flute melody then descends a minor from E^ to C. This motivic 
completion is supported by the first appeared conventional chord, which is 
the important referential chord in constructing the "sea of tonality." The use of 
B^m7 chord here becomes a point of articulation, supporting the flute's melody, 
portraying the incoming sea. Afterwards, the flute melody dissolves in the 
octatonicism again from phrase 5 to 6，portraying the ebb of the “sea” (example 6). 
In short, the use of several short and rapid gestures of sea motive in relation to the 
prolonged sea motivic melody, (9—10-3) , from phrases 1 - 4，contributes to the 
organic unity of the musical structure. 
Example 5: Prolongation of Sea Motive from Phrases 1 - 4 
Mov. 1 Phrase 1 - 4 
Ambiguity in the Begiiuuivgof the Mowment 
Ptobng&tion of Sea motivne (9-10-3) 
Sea motivB emeigss gradually ftom non-tonal materials | Interpolated melodic gpstuies I 
��:::-:� 
Ph.l / ' � � � / � � � PK.3 Ph.4 
9 9 . - " z . i p Z ： / ? � � � � � 9 3 0 
I I I 1 I I I M I ' ‘ I 11 I 
_ WT P98]+[706] WT incomplete [9-4-10] 2tetrachotds tatrechozd Descends 
ftagMMit »two unordered ftagment OCT 01 unordered [1-7-10-11]- [11-0-1-7]- in3 
sea motives sea motivic [0 2 36] p 12 Q down 
valiant [5-9-0-^-
” P 1 5 8 ] � . 
The prolon^d Sea Motive is imterpolated by various kinds of melodic gestures and 
descextids to an\3 down (C note) at the end of pltrase 4 
63 I will term this B''m7 chord as the "sea" chord and discuss its use in more detail in chapter 4. 
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Example 6: Prolonged Sea Motivic Completion and the B''m7 Chord 
‘ B%7 sea chord first E sea motivic note attained r ""1 comes: incoming of wave to protray incoming wave Melody descends a minor 3"* down 
P =q/:r- • pdyittf away naturally T pp y 飞 
J 丨 
B%7 chord E minor on additional Sea ebbs away L. j Octatonicism B bass chord 
The "perfect" ordered form of the sea motive [8 9 2] is only reached in phrase 7 
at the end of the A section via a series of non-tonal material, and when it appears, it is 
accompanied by another first statement of a new motive, that is, [6 8 0] (example 7). 
This new whole-tone motivic subset's prime form is [0 2 6]，and is the central motive 
used in movement “ 
However, the octatonic and whole-tone running gestures in phrase 6 and the 
beginning of phrase 7，together with the pre-amval of the rapid-moving unordered 
"sea" and the whole-tone motivic gesture, from pitch class (9 - 2 - 8) to (10 - 0 - 4),. 
64 See footnote 59. I will discuss this [0 2 6] whale motive in greater detail later. 
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Example 7: The First Appearance of the Sea and Whale Motives 
Mov. 1 Phiase 7 
Omamental materials ftDmoctatoiuc and whole tone collections 
First appearance of the sea motive and [026] whale motive 
incon^te WT 02 
incomplete OCT 23 • 
命 [ 9 2 8 ] [1004] [ 8 - 9 - 2 ] [ 6 - 7 - 0 ] 
unoideied se& and whak motive * ordered sea and whlae motive 
Onaitientated gpsture fonns an incomplete octatonic collection: P 2 3 5 6 8®11] and incomplete whole tone collection: [ 0 2 4(|) 8 ICO 
Note: The ciiclsd note k not included in the nt 
prepares the subsequent arrival of a clearer first statement of the two central motives, 
producing a sense of “toward,，motion (example 8). The deliberate way in which 
Takemitsu presents these two motives together implies their essential 
inter-relationship. The sea motive of [8 9 2] emerges from the octatonic, 
whole-tone materials and the unordered sea motive [9 2 8] in phrase 7 portrays a 
sense of "toward" motion at the level of phrase. Furthermore, the comparable 
ambiguity in the beginning phrases gradually gives way to an ordered and clear "sea" 
motive at the end of phrase 7 of section A, thus, portraying a sense of moving toward 
the ‘‘sea” at a larger sectional level. 
“ 
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Example 8: Proceeding Toward the First Ordered Sea and Whale Motive 
Mov. 1 Phrase 7 
First appearance of the clear sea plus whde motivB 
Gradual emergpnce of the "sea" ^ ^ ^ — 
-fl . |1� _� ^ ( »厂 2� 厂 oj ] 一 
‘ ‘ [026] \ [016] [026] 
From •unordered sea aid V ^ ordered roaand \daale motives 
whale motives \ 
\ Mov. 1 Phrase 7 \ 
Sea Motive , {Q样 A D] T8 in ordered m i^on [F# C] T6 in order^ motion 
A. Fl. 4 C^r' J 」 、 」 | J ^ ！) ： 
Unclear sea and whale motives progress toward ^ V ^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ whale 
丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨|一一 
/ “ 广 <5/1 於 Vertical sea motive 
Octatonic and whole ] [5 6 0] plus PS"^  
tone materials interval of D-A ^ ^ . 
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Section B: Ebb-and-Flow of the Sea 
One might therefore expect further confirmation of the ordered "sea" motive in 
section B after three seconds' silence, but this does not in fact occur. Rather, 
Takemitsu returns to the unordered and inverted variant of the sea motive instead, [0 
7 1]，as the structural basis of the B section. Example 9 shows three varied 
repetitions of the same phrase. We can compare phrases 8, 10 and 11. With each 
repetition, Takemitsu adds ornamentation to the flute melody. These decorating 
figures can include all kinds of materials, such as, chromatic or stepwise moving 
notes, appoggiatura-like gestures, octatonic materials (example 9). The increasing 
complexity of the prefixed ornaments placed before the sea motive designed in the 
phrase-structure is one of the ways to "develop" the music (example 10). 
The composer's use of the gestural "toward" motion to develop the music in this 
section is obvious. First, Takemitsu often employs the sea motive (both ordered and 
unordered versions) by situating it as the melodic goal of a phrase (example 10). 
The other preceding pitches function as ornamental gestures moving toward this 
ultimate phrasal-goal. Second，these ornaments, often articulated with various 
kinds of performance techniques, (rapid-running small-note gesture, fluttertongue, 
harmonics, tremolo, trill), contrast with the clear appearance 
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Example 9: Three Varied Repetitions of the Unordered Sea Motivic Melodies 
Mov. IPhiaseS, 10,11 
Unorddrftd "sea" tnotives | - - “ “ ‘ Prefix-note gestxue to sea motzvne \ 
— P h i o ^ l O ’ � - Phnsell 
I 1 I 1 (0 - 7 .1) in unordered motion (0-7-1) (0-7-1) 
Octatonic materials: OCTqj 
=[023 5 6 8 9 11] 
^ Chromatic Prefix-note gesture •^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^—•^^^^^^^丨 而 
V ^ y \ • ^•^•^^^^！^^^’!；}^"*^""一 
Y Unordered sea motive 
j \ 1^(0-7-1) motion ” ^ J • 
/ Retardation e ^ ^ : J ^ 
/ f 1 r b W referential 
[ r f l n ^ ' i r t ， 门 ： L I 
Octatonic materials: „ Ornamental gesture to decorate the outcome of sea motive OCTi2=[12 0 5 7 8 10 11] ^ 
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Example 10a: Increasing Ornamental Complexity in Three Repeated Phrases 
Mov. 1 Pkase 8 and Mov. 3 Phrase 8 
Cliromalic note embelished the sea motive 
Pwfixomment <- [D 7 1] - sea motive -> 
A " ' � ’ 广 • j H ^ 
Cltzoinatic note-like gesture 
B note, (11) 
Example 10b: Increasing Ornamental Complexity in Three Repeated Phrases 
Mov. I Phrase 10 
Prefix onuunent <- [0 7 1] - sea motive > 
A.fl 凑 k . ^ j ‘ — 
r Chromatic note g^ un BWBnote,(10,ll) 
Example 10c: Increasing Ornamental Complexity in Three Repeated Phrases 
Mov. 1 Phrase 11 -
Towttidthe "sea" “ 
Chromatic and Octatonic fragments in prefixed omamental gesture 
0CT12 = [ 1 2 0 5 7 8 1 0 1 1 ] [071]= sea motive 
A.Fl:j£ “ n ^ = = i J . . 
‘•I I 1 1 
Chromatic Prefix-note gpsturc 
Unclear Clear outcome of sea 
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of the motive, thus enhancing a motion of "toward" the goal. Third, the tempo of 
these ornamental gestures, sometimes, starts in a very rapid tempo and then slows 
down gradually. This "retardation" produces a slowing down effect to prepare the 
appearance of the sea motive at the end of the phrase (example 9). It strengthens 
the clarity of the later appearance of the sea motive: see for example, phrase 11. 
After the “sea，’ flows in phrase 8’ it ebbs away in the following phrase (example 
11). The melody moves from B to C and then D^, just a diminished apart. 
Without approaching a complete sea motivic statement, that is (11 - 0 - 1 - 6), the 
melody, again, hovers on this diminished Afterwards, the “sea” flows in once 
more in phrases 10 and 11, thereby resulting in a wave-like structure. 
Example 11: Wave Ebbs Away in Dim. 3*"^  Melodic Motion 
^ “ “ ‘ 
Dim. melodic motion: sea ebbs away 
® V 6 ^____ ^H-U>ne z B-ton« 
l u J � ^ ^ 
pp 丨 ^ f c i ••ir dying away mtumlly KfP^^P My^ MtMraUy 
Various kinds of chord • ^ ^ ^ 
- I - ~ ~ “ " I 
C#M GM ^ 
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This point can be further illustrated by the last phrase (example 12). Its 
codetta-like nature suggests a conclusion to the movement. Customarily, the final 
musical statement will serve as a thematic closure to round off the music. In fact, 
two starting long notes B and C strongly suggest the recurring of phrase 8，the first 
phrase of the B section (refer back to example 10a). One might，perhaps, expect 
the melodic motion of B - C - G - D^, that is (11 - 0 - 7 - 1), repeated again. Or, 
the melody could move from B to C, then resolves to F, to complete the ordered sea 
motion ( 1 1 - 0 - 5 ) of toward the "sea,'(example 12).^ ^ 
Example 12: Wave's Ebb-and-Flow Structure 
Mov. 1 Phnse 12 
Expected se& motivic motion is not completed 
Melodic descent of down a m3id Sea motive seems to repeat PL 8 
E35)ected a Sea motivic motion 
ofO and Db, but it is not 
、， fWiUed 
11 0 ‘ 0 9 
Aho Flute 而 三 = • — • 、\ n p / 
^ liJ- H ‘ K J V “ ) 
/ Melodic 
/ / QuaitaJ chord 
/ / [A D O C F] Expected F note to complete on additional (11 - 0 - 5) seamotnic Sea seems to flow in here ,, Dbass tnotion, but it is not fulfilled 
65 Compared the Ph. 8 with Ph. 12 of movement 1, we can arrive this motivic speculation. 
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However, the flute melody gets stuck on the long note C, which is repeated; and 
creates certain uncertainty. The expected motivic motion is then diverted to an 
unexpected A，a minor 3rd below the C. The melodic motion first moves toward, 
then away from the goal of "sea," depicting a pictorial image of the ebbing away of 
wave. 
Table 2: The Ebb-and-Flow of the Sea in Phrases 
Extra-musical References Musical Competencies 
： guide 1. Toward the Sea 
2. The Night 
Programmatic Codes . ( Music Codes 
(text) 乂 I n t 一 少 ( s c o r e ) 
: analysis ; 
； i 1. Use of sea motive decorated by 
prefix-note gesture in the phrase. 
1. The ebb-and-flow of wave 2. Increasing clarity of the sea motive at 
2. Circulating sea phrase ending. 
3. Melody gradually dying at silence 
4. Several repetitions of the sea melody 
The interpretation of the ebb-and-flow structure of phrases in movement 1 can 
be illustrated by the interpretative model shown in the Table 2. The programmatic 
codes are the sea and the night. Our analysis discloses the music code: a ‘ 
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metaphorical sea circulates repeatedly at night. However, this ebb-and-flow of the 
sea-wave might be observed from a larger-scale aspect in this movement, forming a 
structural "ebb-and-flow" of the “sea ” 
Structural "Ebb-and-Flow" of the “Sea，， 
The ordered form of the sea motive of three notes appearing alone, I believe, 
serves as a symbol for the prime goal of the journey toward the sea. At a lower 
level, wherever the sea motive is heard within the phrase, whether in ordered or 
unordered form, it portrays a flowing wave. After the sea motive appears, the 
melody usually continues to move without the motivic element. This portrays an 
ebbing away of the “sea.，， However, as we shall see later, an even greater 
structural scale ebb-and-flow occurs across the three movements. Movement 1 has 
a comparably unstable of the "sea" motivic structured ([0 7 1]). The large scale 
“sea” begins its flowing from this movement onward, temporarily arriving at an 
ordered sea motive [0 1 6] at the beginning of movement 2. Not until the 
movement 3 does this comparably "unstable" "sea" motive become a clearer and 
more "stable" ordered three-note sea motive alone. The structural "toward" motion 
in design, therefore, becomes another significant compositional means to develop the 
entire work. 
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To sum up: the first movement presents the aural images of the night by 
employing long pauses and indicating the performance manner of "dying away 
naturally" in the flute melody. These musical parameters portray a silent and quiet 
atmosphere. In addition, the sea's ebb-and-flow is delineated by means of the 
wave-like structure at both the level of small-scale phrase and the level of structure. 
The use of the ornamental notes, moreover, creates melodic motion of the "sea" goal. 
The music is developed in this unique way. The programmatic codes, therefore, 
interacts with the music codes to offer an interpretation of the music in movement 1. 
Now, let us trace how this journey of the "sea" continues in the second movement. 
Second Movement 一 Moby Dick 
The movement name “Moby Dick，” is a direct reference to an American novel 
Herman Melville's masterpiece, Moby Dick (1851). Moby Dick was published in 
London in October 1851 and a month later in America. It was first entitled The 
Whale, finally Moby Dick. The story concerns Captain Ahab's pursuit of the white 
whale, Moby Dick, which finally kills h im? The victory of a whale against her 
antagonistic human hunter not only celebrates the virtue of courage, valour and 
perseverance during confrontation with difficulties and challenges, but also 
66 Encyclopedia of Britannica Online, s.v. "Herman Melville," 
http://www.britannica.com/eb/aiticle?tocId=4765= (accessed April 24, 2005). ‘ 
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champions the triumph of nature over its human-destroyer. 
In addition, Takemitsu's personal humanistic idea about nature (sea) and beings 
(whale or human) are also important for our reference. He claimed, “I cannot 
conceive of nature and human beings as opposing elements, but prefer to emphasize 
living harmoniously, which I like to call na tura lness . ,必 7 Not surprisingly, letting the 
whales live harmoniously with the nature, or return to the sea, is also a programmatic 
code, as well as Takemitsu's "mark of significance" of the music in this movement. 
The Whale Motive 
In this movement, aside from Takemitsu's self-defined sea motive, the second 
prominent metaphorical motive is [0 2 6]. I will label it the "whale" motive. It is 
a partitioned trichord derived from the whole-tone (WT02： [0 2 4 6 8 10])，or the 
octatonic collection (OCT02： [0 2 3 5 6 8 9 11]) (example 13). I will explore the 
significance of this whale motive in relation to the "sea of tonality" in chapter 4. 
Although the whale motive is not defined by Takemitsu directly, it is not 
unreasonable to associate this motive with the whale, since it saturates the second 
movement titled "Moby Dick" in a prodigious way and is designed as the motivic 
II 
67 Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 3. 
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Example 13: The Whale Motive 
WhaleMotiw [02 6] 
P廳lb加ofwh^邮t肺-[026] •咖彻 • ^ ^ ^ Tlof—form 
nsedmPli.7Mov.l 
t .丨丨• 丨  k ‘• ^ ^ 
0 2 6 1 3 7 
goal of many phrases. But how do the sea and whale motives interact with each 
other in this movement? 
The music of movement 2 is similar to the structure of the pervious movement. 
This movement, "Moby Dick，” is also structured into two main sections, a binary 
A -A' form. Obviously, the second A，section contains several repeated melodic 
phrases of Section A, giving a sense of unity to both sections.^^ Furthermore, both 
sections start with the whale motive moving in unordered Tio form, (0 - 10-4)， 
foretelling this metaphorical "whale" the most important subject in this movement 
recalling the title, Moby Dick (Example 14). Section A comprises phrase 1 to 8， 
while the A' section comprises phrase 9 to 13. The structural sections are 
articulated by the appearance of this central motive, the whale motive of pitch class 
( 0 - 1 0 - 4 ) . 
68 The melodic repetitions of A，section are as following: Ph. 9 repeats Ph. 1，Ph. 12 repeats Ph. 3 and 
Ph. 13 repeats Ph. 4. . 
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Example 14: Metaphorical Whale Motive 
Mov. 2 Phrase 1 and Phrase 8 
Whale inotmc moves in unordered motion Various kinds of chord flow 
C V A � � [ 0 U ] trichord 
fi — — 
( 0 - 1 0 - 4 ) = T l o o f [ 0 2 6 ] 
After the unordered variant Tioof the whale motive confirms its appearance in 
the guitar part, the alto flute melodic motion, ( 0 - 0 - 1 - 6 ) , presents the ordered 
form of the sea motive twice (example 15). This is the second time the music flows 
toward the ordered “sea，’，folowing the first movement. But I believe that here the 
four notes ordered sea motive only serves to depict the environment (the sea) that 
supports the whale's survival. It is not the ultimate ordered goal of the three-note 
sea motive. For the first two notes, C, of the sea motive are comparably long in 
duration, while the C# is a rather short and acciaccatura-like ornament, forming a 
gesture of C — C 一 一 This gesture, thus, is hardly a confirmative final “sea，’ 
goal. After the flowing in of the "sea," the “sea，’ melody dissolves gradually into 
ambiguous octatonic figuration, and finally returns to the initial note C of the phrase 
(example 15). The "sea" then ebbs away gradually through repeated descending 
gestures of a minor - from A^ down to F - in phrase 3 (example 16). The 
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ordered sea motive is not employed alone anymore in this movement. Therefore, I 
believe that the use of the [0 1 6] sea motive in the beginning of this movement is 
only a midpoint on the entire journey "toward the sea." 
Example 15: The Flow-in and Ebb-away of the “Sea” Motive 
Mov. 2 Phrase 2 Sea ebbs away in 
Sea motive dissbves in octatonic materials . ^ . octatonic figurations OCT01:[013 46 7 9 iq]magg«gite 
Sea motive mslodic motion > .^^ "^ -SefttlativB dissolve in g^ual mot ion 
r — 1 - 1 \ I I I I I I I I 
rt omaiineiital^ stoiy^  ^ ^ 
. ‘ y c i j i ‘ : � � H fU * 6 | i * v H i i � c 
0 1 6 10 4 7 0 6 1 1 0 10 5) 〔 - ‘ S e a trvB ‘ ‘ ‘ 
/ octatordc materials / Sea motivic dissolution &xd mcbdy retmi to initial note C 
Sea flows in ^ � 
Example 16: The Minor 3"* Melodic Descent: Sea Ebbs Away 
Melody descends to minor down motion: ebb of the sea 
Ph. 3 
p . 卿 ^p^pp 
: � J 辦 們 p ^ 一 -
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Interestingly, in the rest of the music afterwards, the sea motive is used with the 
whale motive. They are often successively connected, just like a motivic extension. 
It implies that the sea and the whale are intimately co-existent in nature. In this 
case, the sea motive is usually placed before the whale motive, acting like an 
ornamental gesture. In this case, the whale motive is given a certain importance 
because it is always placed at the end of the phrases. For example, in phrase 8 of 
section A, this co-existent motivic gesture of (0 - 1 - 6) plus (10 - 4 - 0 ) appears 
twice in the flute part again (example 17). Although the sea-plus-whale motivic 
extension moves in a rapid omamental-like gesture, it reflects Takemitsu's 
intentional statements of his humanistic idea about nature and life, that is, all beings 
should live harmoniously with the nature，）We can refer to the following Table 3 
to see how this interpretation is established through the use of the interpretative 
model. 
Example 17: Co-existence of Whale and Sea 
Mov. 2 Phrase 8 
Coexistaxice of Sea and Whala 
Confinrntionby twice appotimtces 
0 1 6 10 4 0 
1 ‘ 1 1 [01 6]-sea + [1040] _ whale 
69 Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 3. 
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Statements of the whale motive emerge from unclear articulations and 
figurations to increasingly greater clarity, or move from quick tempo to a slower 
tempo, or delay the clear final outcome of the whale motive by ornamentation, or 
dissolve into a gestural figuration of other pitch contents, metaphorically 
Table 3: Co-existence of Whale and Sea 
Extra-musical References Musical Competencies 
guide 
1. Moby Dick's triumph — 
2. Saved the Whale 
Programmatic Codes — | Mu，ic Codes 
(text) (score) 
: analysis 丨 
i i 
1. Co-existence of 她ale and the sea. Use of sea motive connected 
2.Whale lives harmoniously in the sea. successively with the whale motive 
in the phrase-structure. 
representing harsh "struggle" can be greatly experienced from the tremolo-like 
figuration of the whale motive (11 - 5 - 1) in phrase 4，where it gradually dissolves 
in an unclear gesture of trills and flutter-tonguing between the last two notes Cf and F 
(pitch class 1 and 5) of this whale motive (example 18a). We can also refer to 
Example 18b for greater detail of the analysis. 
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Example 18a: Struggle of the Whale - Whale Motivic Dissolution 
Sea-plus-whale motive 
Whale's struggle begins 
^ ^ ^ ®fir]?Tr 1 
] • . l ^ i i i i F i W ^ 
P - . PPP P=^PP~ P^^PP• "‘ 
� ^ J J ^ I 
Whale motive dissolves in tremolo-like figurations. No clear appearance ^ • 
* of whale motive “ fr . & 
口丨丨 F i l P i . l II I If J 丨  ^ 
"*�'切 / cr«c Jf •ruto j f f ^^  , dyiny awcy 
Usage of various kinds of ^ ^ “ j 
chord to support the whale , Bbm7 chord used here is not functioned motive as the referential center. 
Example 18b: Struggles of the Whale 一 Whale Motivic Dissolution 
MOT. 2 Phrase 4 
Sea plus whale motives 
Metaphoiical implication of Sea and Whale's coexisteitce 
whale motrvic figuration \ whale's stniggjes 
A F l - fe , 一 〜•、、、 ^ ^ , , , , 1 里 且 = = 
1 丨 ^ ？ 1.1 3 1 
[1 271-sea + [11 51]-whale 
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Example 19a: Struggle of the Whale 一 Delay of the Whale Motive 
Appoggiatura-like gesture delays the outcome of the Mov. 2 Phrase 5 
whale motive: Struggle of the whale. ^ — ^ 
^ _ 广 ^ � ， _ I I ^ ^ ^ 
A.Fi. fe y • • � • • • � • • ! > . • • � | | J J . ' t J = 
0 11 9 8 9 2 6 0 8 6 6 0 8 1 I I 1 I I ‘ 1 
oniamsntalgsstutc [9 8 2] " sea + [ 6 0 8 ] « whak 
Example 19b: Struggle of the Whale 一 Interlocking Sea-plus-whale Motive 
Mov. 2 Phase 11 
Alternation of interlocking sea-plus-wliale motive 
Whale gradually overcomes the struggles for its clear appearance 
Sc& and whale 
Gradual emergence of a clear appearance of whale motwe > co-existence ^ears 
- p _ _ ^ — f - r r ^ 
A孔 f o 〔 • to 、 三三三三三三 
? 10 6 1 3 4 0 7 1 10 4 6 1 3 10 4 7 1 9 10 3 7 1 9 10 3 
1 1 I I I 1 ‘ ‘ 
I I I 1 
OctatooicSet: OCToi[0134679101 i 1 
Interlocking sea-pliK-whale motive moves in alternation 
Other instances of the severe "struggle" occur in phrase 5 and 11 respectively 
(example 19a). In phrase 5, a stepwise appoggiatura-like gesture (C - B - A) 
delays the clear appearance of the sea-plus-whale motive [8 9 2] and [6 0 8]. After 
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the long-held note G#’ the [6 0 8] whale motive, then, appears more clearly at the end 
of the phrase. In phrase 11，the whale's statement emerges gradually from the 
octatonic rapid running "sea"^ ® to a slower tempo of recognizable appearances. 
After several repetitions of the sea-plus-whale interlocking motive, (7 - 1 - 9 - 10 -
3), the melodic motion portrays a harsh struggle for the final and clearest appearance 
of the whale motive in the phrase ending (example 19b). Developing music in 
this way not only suggests the metaphorical struggle for the clear “survival” 
(appearance) of the whale, but also imports the motion 'toward" to the motivic goal 
of the "whale," recalling Takemitsu's own unique compositional style. 
The outcome of this struggle is revealed in the last concluding phrase (Ph. 13) 
of this movement, where the whale motive is given durational emphasis and is 
clearly audible (example 20). Compared with the vacillating appearance of (11 -
5 - 1) in phrase 4, the whale motive in phrase 13 does not dissolve into tremolo-like 
figuration anymore. On the contrary, it emerges from a vague state of severely 
A 
obscuring articulations to a more obvious confirmation of slowing down of the 
tempo, albeit residual struggles, at the end of this concluding phrase. This gradual 
increase of clarity of the whale motive expresses its triumph over the severe 
adversity (example 20). Similar to the ending of the story, Moby Dick overcomes 
70 I will discuss how the octatonic material represents metaphorical sea in chapter 4 in more detail. 
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his enemy because of his never-ending valour, courage and insistency. 
Example 20: Save the Whale 
Mov. 2 Phrase 13 - modified repetition of phrase 4 
Success of "Saved the Whale" 
Conflmiation of whale inotive 
A.Fl. (fe 1 ^ 1 11 i； I 11 2 = 1 考 f ^ • i r ' t i ； • If i ； • f i I I I I I 1 I 1 
卿 whole whale whale 
•VhfJe" is initiatadby sea motive 把卿，容 » Clear appearance whde motive 
Win of the whals, Moby Dick. 
In short, the use of the whale motive is always connected successively with the 
sea motive, representing their metaphorical co-existence in the nature. The whale 
motive's "struggle" is depicted as it moves from an unclear to a clearer outcome in 
many phrases of this movement. Finally, the clearest appearance of the whale 
motive in phrase 13 implies that whale's survival. The whale returns to the sea 
because he has overcome the difficulties and struggles. Furthermore, the whale and 
the sea, or even all beings and nature, can live harmoniously forever. 
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Movement 3 一 Cape Cod 
The programmatic reference of the title "Cape Cod" presents us a code linked 
with a picturesque scene of nature where the wildness and marine creatures are 
preserved in a place with an ample surrounding sea. Cape Cod is a hooked sandy 
peninsula in south eastern Massachusetts extending 105 km into the Atlantic Ocean. 
The northern hook of the cape embracing a recreation area of dunes, marshes, lakes, 
and pinewoods was designated Cape Cod National Seashore in 1961. Monomoy 
National Wildlife Reftige is located on islands off the south eastern tip of the cape7^ 
How do the music codes reflect this referential message? 
Viewing from a large structural perspective, I believe that Takemitsu's journey 
"Toward the Sea" is structurally completed only in the third movement, where the 
clear ordered sea motive of three notes set, [G - G" - Cf] appear, consisting of the 
intervallic ascending of half step and perfect fourth arrives. Although the score is 
labelled with a meter 3/16 from phrase 3 onward, it never destroys the wave-like 
structures and the loose style of the music. The purpose of the notated meter, to a 
large extent, is for the convenience of performance, not for emphasizing the metrical 
accent. With the assistance of the meter and dotted bar-line, not a real bar lines, 
71 Information is provided from Encyclopedia ofBritannica. Encyclopedia of Britannica Online, s.v. 
"Cape Cod." http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?tocld=9024612&querv=Cape%20Cocl&ct=eb 
(accessed April 25，2005). 
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both flute and guitar parts can synchronize their playing more accurately (example 
21). The "developmental" technique employed in this movement is largely based 
on using Takemitsu's own unique compositional "toward" approach. The music, 
thus, is more energetic and agitated as it moves toward the goal. 
Example 21: Appearances of the Ordered “Sea” 
广 ^ 
Ambiguous "sea": Various ( ^ The in flowing of kinds of chord flow ^ ^ ‘ two confirmative 
\ \ 3. Cape Cod ordered sea motive 
• g \ \ “ ^ ^ ^ Alto flute in G \ \ S \ \ / = 
(tmupoMd)办 , / 
j > . 8 5 ‘ ^^！!!：^ !^ ：^  L / 
Notated ‘ I ^ Echo-passage of sea motive 
�meter ^ ^ mm：-^.^Usgio 
i ^ 政 i t ? “ i ^ r ^ ^ 
Dotted bar-line B m7 central Intervallic P4 motion, recalls 
sea chord us the last two notes of the sea V y 
motive, presenting a rhythm of 
the sea-wave motion. 
V J 
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Section A: Confirmation of the “Sea” 
Similar to the structure of the previous two movements, the last movement also 
comprises two main sections, A - (TR 一 A，)，where TR is a transitional passage 
preceding the A’ section. The way the sections divided is fell upon the use of the 
opening ordered sea motive [G C#] in phrase 9 of the alto flute part again. 
Section A, thus, comprises phrases 1 to 9，while section A, is from phrases 13 to 18 
with a large transition from phrases 11 to The several repetitions of the 
ordered sea motive throughout both sections, not only serve as a structural 
foundation and means of coherence, but also depict a metaphorical confirmation of 
the “sea.，’ This is the ultimate goal of the sea journey. 
The "confirmation of sea" is evident from the two appearances of an assertive 
sea motive in phrase 2 of the guitar part (refer back to example 21). The 
ambiguous passage of phrase 1，which comprises various kinds of chord floating in 
the accompaniment, recalls the ambiguous passage in movement 1. The 
confirmative ordered "sea" motive [7 8 1]，then, emerges from this ambiguous “sea,， 
and is repeated once in phrase 2. The "sea" gradually "dances" in a regular 
rhythmic pattern from the echo passage of phrase 3 onward. The rhythmic motion 
72 The A, section comprises several melodic repetitions of section A. I will discuss these repetitions 
later. • 
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of the "sea" is experienced from two notes, G# and C � t h e last two notes of the sea 
motive forming an intervallic leap of perfect fourth (example 22). This intervallic 
ascent drives the melody forward, echoing the sea-wave motion. The unordered 
state of the ambiguous "sea" flows to the ordered state of the rhythmic echo of sea, 
portraying a motion of "toward." Afterwards, the "rhythmic motion" of “sea-wave” 
gradually descends in phrase 4，and dissolves in the octatonicism slowly and quietly, 
preparing for the next forward motion. This ebb-and-flow wave-like structure will 
be continued in the rest of the music of this movement, playing an important role in 
its development. 
Example 22: Sea Ebbs Away in P Intervallic Content and Octatonicism 
Mov. 3 Phwse 3 
Octatonic Materials used in the passage 
Echo ofseainotive 
Last twD r>otes of sea motive [8 -1] 
Phrase 3 ^^^^ . 
^ ^ Phrase 4 
处 丄 ， 二 ， 10 n 2 4 • 
• • I 丄 ^ ！ ^ , 
Octatonic melodic ascent: 0CT12 = [12 4 5 7 81011] “ 
From phrases 5 to 6, the melodic gestures form a small linking section, which 
functions as an energy-building passage. The forward (toward) motion is enhanced 
•I 
by the note-set gestures. The pitches in these gestures, basically, are derived from a 
chromatic scale fragment, a new kind of pitch content for decorating purpose.. They 
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constitute a six-note hexachord of [7 8 9 10 11 0]. But the order of the pitches 
combined in each gesture not only enhances the driven force toward the goal of 
“sea,” but also shows an interesting permutation of notes. 
It is obvious that the melodic goals of these two phrases are identical, that is, a 
melodic five-note gesture of (0 - 11 - 8 - 9 - 10). How does this melodic 
permutation proceed toward its goal? It is by permutating the pitches in each 
melodic segment moving towards the final gesture. In phrase 5，the starting 
note-set gesture is a chromatic three-note trichord of (0 - 9 - 10). A chromatic 
four-note tetrachord of (0 - 9 - 11 - 8) then follows. It is noticeable that the 
b M 
trichord's B (10) note is removed, and the B and G notes (11 and 8) are added in 
the second tetrachord. The order of the pitches in the last five-note pentachord is 
permutated within these five notes. It becomes a gesture of (0 - 11 - 8 - 9 - 10) 
(example 23). Undoubtedly, the permutation of pitches in a note-set gesture 
produces a sense of "toward" to develop the music. This linking passage, thus, is 
purported to build energy as the melody moves forward, establishing a long-range 
prefix-omament for the later appearance of the sea motivic melody. 
Similar pitches permutation of a note-set gesture also occurs in phrase 6 as a 
supplement. The ending gesture of phrase 6 is also constructed with the five-note 
pentachord gesture, ( 0 - 1 1 - 8 - 9 - 10). The note-set gesture first emerges as (0 -
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9-10) , and then the gesture of (0 - 9 - 10 - 7 - 0 — 9). These gestures extend the 
energy building passage, producing a motion of "toward" again. However, the 
motion of the wave now is more vigorous because phrase 6 is a bit longer. After the 
Example 23: Small Linking Passage in Phrases 5 - 6 
f "N 
Chromatic collection: 
� [ 8 9 10 11 0 ] ^ Linking passage for building energy: Pitch permutation within the note-set 
A (2/ Lydian C scalic passage 
； ; \ ； \j ‘ pii motto ： ； ； ’ I 
： "““\ ： ： .11-85-96 — r ： ： 
Alternations between B^ WZ and other chords, such as A7，Fr6， 人 
CM, Fm and CM on additional bass note ofB^,A or D. ^^ • ^ ^ 
energy is gained in these two extended passage, music is driven toward the ultimate 
goal of the stable "sea." But at first, the unordered sea motivic melody from phrase 
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10 of movement 1 returns in phrase 7 of this movement before the clear and ordered 
"sea" came (example 24). 
Example 24: Repetition of the Ordered Sea Motive [0 7 1� 
Movement 1, Ph. 10 CZ ~ .at ,i “ 
‘ Sea motive [0 7 1� 
• • • �…^ 
Repetition of "Sea" melody 
^ Movement 3, Ph. 7 Movement 3 \ ^ ； 
piii mosao 7 
sut^^^T^：^ 丨 » /—,“。叙丨 ^ ： I ； ' I 
‘ \piu moMo TV ： Lydian C Scalp materials ！ ；^co ,^, :.1.86~»6 ： X ； : ； J ： 
； . ^"^�“ • legato ； X ： • ！ • ： 
一 pp—• = = = = = — 
Z Sea motive [0 7 1] \ 
rd 
2 r r • • Normil Tit. 
•.-IK — I n ， ' r ^ ^ f • I , , I I , 
‘ i i 丨 i I 
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The return of the sea motivic passage ( 0 - 7 - 1) of phrase 10 in movement 1 is 
enhanced by a running scalic gesture. This prefix-note ornament of the phrase 7 is 
somewhat "modal" in sense. It is a rapid running passage based on the first six 
notes of the C Lydian scale，which is a favourite of Takemitsu's compositional 
practice.73 It is the first time in this work to present a modal musical passage, not 
from the non-tonal octatonic or whole-tone collections. This sudden use of modal 
ornamental materials to enhance the repetition is quite unexpected (example 23). It, 
however, reminds us of not only the "sea" flowing in, but also Takemitsu's own 
unique way of "developing" music. He once said that one would go to a far place 
and suddenly back home without having notice of the retum.74 Not only the return 
(repetition), but also the sudden manner (out of expectation) are the characteristic of 
Takemitsu，unique compositional technique to develop music, especially in this 
movement. The wave ebbs away to a far place in the linking passage (Ph. 5 & 6)， 
but it suddenly flows back with an ornamental modal (not used before) gesture in 
phrases 7 and 8. 
After a silence of nearly two to three seconds in phrase 7, the motivic sea 
melody in phrase 8 of movement 1 recurs in phrase 8 of this movement, enhancing a 
structural coherence to the music. After the repetitions, the assertive ordered 
Takemitsu has discussed this favorite use of C Lydian scale in Confronting Silence, 118-19. • 
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three-note sea motive (7 - 8 - 1) of phrase 2 re-appears in phrase 9, finishing the 
music of section A. This return of ordered sea motive not only serves to divide the 
sections, but also for portraying motion toward the stable "sea" from the previous 
unordered “sea” melodic repetitions. 
Section A，： Toward the Sea 
The structural design of the A’ section is very similar to its previous section, 
except that this section is extended with the large transition in phrases 11-12. The 
rhythmic dance of “sea，，of the echo passage (G# - C#)，albeit modified and extended, 
enters quietly in phrase 10. We can compare this repetition with phrase 3 of section 
A. But there are two slight modifications contributed to this so-called "unnoticed" 
return. 
First, an ascent of two-note gestures is unexpectedly interpolated, albeit short in 
time, into the principal G# - Cf echoed rhythmic motion, thus making the music 
more energetic. This interpolation is a new dyadic gesture: (A - B), - F#)，(A -
\ (F - A^), with an intervallic expansion from the to which does not occur 
in phrase 3. Second, the transitional passage of this section, from phrases 10 to 12, 
is accompanied with a new vigorous bass pattern of ostinato. Although this ostimto 
74 Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 106. 
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pattern is slightly varied (unnoticed) during the dyadic gestural interpolation, it 
moves constantly to the end of phrase 12. The ostinato also serves as the building 
energy passage preparing for the next flowing-in of the sea motivic melody. 
Example 25: Ostinato Accompaniment in Transitional Passage 
Pentatonic transitional passage moving forward to the sea motive 
• 
fir iU "i J [�；丨挤 JJP^^. 
J 势赞：啼丨啼：呼； 
_ J : ‘ £ ^ 
^ ^ � ^ 
j 炒 赞 i 赞 清 赞 丨 渐 
^ 
Pentatonic scalic passage 广 � 
^ I |Arrival of sea motive (Tsl) J Ostinato accompaniment based 
� n Bb™7 sea chord “ 
I 啤 j 
� ^ ^广 g 人 . ， 丨 ] “ / 
r \ T ~ . “ 1 一 Cm triad / Pentatonic scale on B / 
^ ^ Bbm7 sea chord 
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Interestingly, the ostinato pattern is based on the B^m7 arpeggiated chord with 
the G^ as the passing note. The materials in this transitional passage are derived 
from a pentatonic collection, [C thus making the sonority relatively 
"tonal" in sense (example 25). Perhaps, this is why Takemitsu's music is more 
“tonal” in sound in his third period musical style. It is the second time Takemitsu 
combines modal/tonal materials to delineate the “sea ” 
The same clear pentatonic scalic gesture repeats the relatively "tonal" sonority 
of the music in phrase 13. This running gesture initiates the arrival of an unordered 
inversion variant, (5-4-11)，which is the T5I of the sea motive (example 25). 
The sea flows in again after gaining energy, and it ebbs away by dissolving into an 
arpeggiated C minor triad descending gradually in an intervallic third until the B at 
the end of phrase 13. The small linking passage for building energy then returns 
from phrase 14 onward, waiting for the next in flowing "wave." 
Phrases 14 一 17 are repetitions of phrases 5 - 8 from section A, and at the same 
A 
time, phrases 16 and 17 repeat phrases 10 and 11 of movement 1. These reprises 
provide smaller-scale (across sections) as well as larger-scale (across movements) 
structural coherence (example 26). The "sea" now is flowing more energetically 
toward the goal in the final concluding phrase. 
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The final ordered “sea” is re-confirmed at the ending phrase of the section A. 
The repeated rhetorical energy-building passage, together with several melodic 
gestures of unordered sea's ebb-and-flow imparts greater motion than is heard in the 
previous section. Not until phrase 18 will the prime goal of the journey be 
achieved. 
Example 26: Another Repetition of the Unordered Sea [0 7 1] Melody 
Movement 1 Ph.ll 
。！ 
(Th Mradt-'T ^ “ -^―‘ 
： gnduaUy — ' t ^^Sg；^  \ nil i 
Movement 3 Ph. 17 个 \ 
Unordered sea's ebb-and-flow: 
一 J o • Repetition of Ph. 11 of movement 1 
寐.^ arlra^ - , 
� r , n T , 
B''m7 sea central chord 
Em on additional Bb bass 
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By phrase 18，the last concluding phrase, our expectation of the single "sea" is 
fulfilled (example 27), The final firm and assertive sea motive of (G - G" - C"), 
which is the pitch class set [7 8 1], T7 of the prime set [0 1 6], appears in the flute 
part. This confirmative appearance immediately follows the guitar's preparation of 
u 
the same sea motivic materials. The long sustaining note, C，of the sea motive then 
concludes the entire journey of "toward the sea." Finally, the sea gradually ebbs 
away and is immersed in a deep silence. 
Example 27: The Ultimate Goal: Toward the Sea 
Mov. 3 Phrase 18 last gpsture 
Toward the Sea = Final gpal of the musk, ordered motion: [O OH C胡 
A.Fl . L = = = 
“ ” " ^ t 法 
7 8 1 
The most st^le "sea" = [0 16] \ r \ Toward the ordered "Sea" motive —— \ \ / B ml sea chord Pantonal chords flow \ , \ / \ \ / conclusion 
y^-^ \ ^^^v丄 I L 1 
J 靠 觀 ； r a 
"Sea" flows in - the sea motive repeats Ph.2 at 
Panpentatonic chords and Bmaj9 • the beginning. 
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Noticeably, however, the whale motive does not appear at all in this movement. 
How should we interpret this absence? Employing the interpretative model, a rather 
interesting speculation will result (table 4). I think, perhaps, that the whale has 
already achieved his victory by the end of the second movement. In this third 
movement, he has already left the shores and has traveled so far toward the goal that 
we do not hear him anymore. Instead, we return to the sea as both transient and 
never-ending, the metaphorical universe for both nature and music. 
Table 4: Whale is Free 
Extra-musical References Musical Competencies 
guide 1. Cape Cod ^ 
2. Saved the Whale 
I X _ ^ 
Programmatic Codes 一 Music Codes 
(text) (sc�re) 
！ analysis ； 
I V 
I 1. Ordered Sea motive is used alone. 
^ 2. Absence of the 满ale motive. Whale is set free and has gone I— 
away to somewhere of the ocean. 
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In conclusion, the music of movement 3 reflects Takemitsu's unique 
compositional techniques of "return," "unnoticed" and “toward ” These modified 
repetitions enhance the coherence of the structure in both the intra- and 
inter-movements, and at the same time, reflect Takemitsu's own unique way to 
develop the music. With regard to the programmatic code, "toward the sea," 
movement 3 is the only movement that is permeated with several assertive 
appearances of the three-note ordered sea motive. Not only in the smaller-scale 
phrase structure, but also in the large-scale perspective that various kinds of 
omamental gestures are used to initiate the outcome of the musical goal, the sea 
motive. Moreover, as I suggest, the musical sonority is more “tonal” in this 
movement because there is extensive employment of "tonal" elements, such as 
pentatonic and Lydian modal materials. 
From the perspective of the entire work, however, the sea and whale motives 
play important roles in determining the musical structure of Toward the Sea. Their 
different interactions with each other represent the whale within the context of nature, 
whereas their emergence from the omamental pitch materials, such as octatonic and 
whole-tone sets, depict a soundscape that parallels the "toward" motion of the 
sea-wave. The entire music, is structured with the wave-like phrases, delineating 
the ebb-and-flow of the sea. The eventual assertion of the ordered form of the 
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three-note sea motive, [7 - 8 - 1], in the third movement, in turn, can be read as 
symbolic humanistic idea of saving the whale through allowing it to journey toward 
the sea. Following this analytical interpretation the various uses of how the sea 
motive govern the entire musical structure and compositional design, I now turn to 
explore another "mark of significance" in this work, one related to the use of the "sea 
of tonality." Specifically, how do the music codes interact with the programmatic 
codes to bring a satisfactory interpretation to the music? Thus, come to the 
discussion of the “Sea of Tonality." 
“ 
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Chapter 4: The "Sea of Tonality" 
The music is a homage to the sea which creates all things and a sketch for the “sea 
of tonality 
Toru Takemitsu 1983 
Another important compositional device employed by Takemitsu in Toward the 
Sea is what he himself termed the "sea of tonality." The experiment of setting the 
“sea of tonality" in Takemistsu's compositions can be traced back to some of his 
works in the late 1970s, for example, the work Far Call. Coming, Far! When 
Takemitsu composed the work Far Call, he wrote, “the A-major and Db major triads 
in the ascending pattern have a very bright quality when compared to the darker 
inversion, which, descending from Ab, had two minor triads, G-D-b'' and B^-G^-E^. 
Using these patterns I set the "sea of tonality" from which many pantonal chords 
flow. 76 Into that sea of vibrations pours the solo violin. 
Interestingly, when Takemitsu talks about the harmony, he thinks of it in terms 
of the conventional harmony. He employs major and minor triads or seventh chords 
in his music, and uses popular chord symbol, such as “A major" or "D^ major," to 
describe them. Aside from conventional chords, Takemitsu also discusses the 
Takemitsu's comment about Toward the Sea is quoted from Ohtake's book. Creative Sources, 26-28. 
Ohtake mentions that this comment is taken from Takemitsu's own written program notes in a concert. 
Refer Tom Takemitsu, Toward the Sea II, program note by the composer, performed by Hiroshi 
Koizumi (alto flute), Ayako Shinozaki (harp) and Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra, Tokyo: May 21 
1983. 
I will discuss the meaning of Takemitsu's pantonal chord later. ‘ 
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harmonic colour and sonority of these chords in his own statements, showing his 
particular interest in exploring how to use the conventional chords in a 
non-functional way. Furthermore, Takemitsu views the setting of the "sea of 
tonality" in terms of "pantonal chords flow." But he has not explained in details 
about how these so-called "pantonal” chords can function within the "sea of 
tonality." Therefore, some questions arise. For example, how do these “pantonal” 
chords form a “sea of tonality" technically in Toward the Seal Does the "sea of 
tonality" have a metaphorical use? What is the meaning of "pantonal chords" in 
general? To that end, I will discuss how Takemitsu views the concept of tonality 
first. 
Tonality and Pantonality 
From the scholarship on "pantonality" of the Western music, Reti has explored a 
concept of "moving tonic." Reti explained that the tonic within the first musical 
group will be shifted and will move as it were to another note. This tonal design 
largely falls upon the transitory role of a tonic7^ Another view of the "pantonality" 
comes from Takemitsu's favourite tonal concept, Russell's Lydian chromatic concept 
77 Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 112. 
Rudolph Reti, Tonality, Atonality, Pantonality: A Study of Some Trends in Twentieth Century Music 
(London: W. & J. Mackay & Co. Ltd., 1958). 
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of tonal organization.^^ Peter Burt has argued that Takemitsu's "sea of tonality," 
from which many pantonal chords flow, might suggest more the theories of George 
Russell, rather than Reti.^ ^ According to Russell, pantonal chords are used to 
describe the manner in which a totally chromatic music may be achieved by an 
accumulation of modally derived materials. This accumulation is based on the 
interval of the perfect fifth, by which every tone relates closely to each other within 
this cycle.8i Do these two "pantonality" concepts relate to Takemitsu's “sea of 
tonality" by which "pantonal" chords flow? I think a more promising concept could 
be suggested by Takemitsu，own documented references. 
Takemitsu once claimed that，"by properly profiting from the "product of the 
past" (Tonality), one can discern the right direction into the future. Averting the 
past only restrains music from being liberated into a new path."^^ Given this 
statement, it is not surprising that Takemitsu used conventional “tonal’，chord and 
"tonality" in his music. He never thought of abandoning past musical devices. 
Takemitsu only wanted to adapt them into his music, expressing them in a new way 
to serve his artistic ingenuity. Possibly, Takemitsu ambivalently links himself to the 
79 Takemitsu has discussed his use of the chromatic Lydian scale to compose Dorian Horizon. Refer 
to Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 114-26. 
80 Burt, Music of Takemitsu, 181. 
81 For the theory of Russell, we can refer to George Russell, The Lydian Chromatic Concept in Tonal 
Organization for Improvisation, (New York: Concepts Publishing Company, 1959). For Burt's 
comments about Russell, refer to Burt, Music of Takemitsu, 181. 
82 Secondary source. Noriko Ohtake quoted Takemitsu' own words from his article "Multilayers of 
Sound and Word," 138. For more detail about Takemitsu's idea of tonality, refer to Ohtake, Creative 
Sources, 29-37. 
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past, but simultaneously, he struggled to surpass his predecessors. Why does he 
show particular interest in including conventional chords within the "sea of tonality" 
in the music of his third period musical style? 
There might be two reasons. First, Takemitsu's return to the self-defined “sea 
of tonality," I believe, could be a means to link his music with the monumental 
conventions of Western musical past. Takemitsu might possess the modem desire 
in Joseph Strauss words, "to remake or misread the past." For Straus, composers in 
our century intentionally transformed the music of the tonal tradition, in order to 
establishing a link to the past.^ ^ Their compositional manners show that later 
composers did not surrender but rather learned to struggle with and neutralize their 
predecessors. 
Second, the "sea of tonality" could link to his self-defined statement about the 
"sea." He claimed, "As water, the motive is the most minimum form, and as the sea, 
it embodies all things and circulates throughout those musical structures." ^ 
Interestingly, this sea could create and embody all things. ^ ^ The “sea of tonality" 
therefore, can potentially embrace and create all kinds of "things." Conventional 
Joseph, N. Straus, Remarking the Past: Musical Modernism and the Influence of the Tonal 
Tradition (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1990). 
84 This Takemitsu's statement is from Ohtake's quotation. Ohtake quoted Takemitsu's own article 
"Multilayers of Sound and Word," 105. For detail about this discussion, please refer to Ohtake, 
Creative Source, 33. • 
Ibid., 33. 
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harmony, undeniably, is one of these all “things.，，In this case, I think, Takemitsu 
has employed a rather loose term, “pantonal” chords, to describe this all-embracing 
“sea，，of “tonality.” But what else could “all things" include in this all-embracing 
"tonality?" 
In Takemitsu's another writing, he also claimed that tonality could give a new 
meaning to both tonal and non-tonal sounds.^^ In the other words, the "non-tonal" 
materials could be "meaningful" when they confront the "tonal" materials.^? From 
this perspective, if we carefully consider Takemitsu's own universal idea of the 
all-embracing "sea," it is not difficult to believe that various kinds of non-tonal 
"things" could also be included. The result is that all possible sonorities, whether 
they are tonal or non-tonal, are embraced within the "sea of tonality." Takemitsu 
deliberately selects the suitable “thing’，to create various gestures for each particular 
musical context, whether they are tonal or not. By setting this "sea of tonality" with 
all kinds of pitch materials, Takemitsu successfully conveys the programmatic code 
of “toward” motion to the “sea ” In the rest of the thesis，I will explore for what are 
tonal and non-tonal materials are used more closely. 
“ 
86 Ohtake mentioned Takemitsu's own asserted statement about tonality in his book. Ohtake, 
Creative Sources, 35. 
87 From Takemitsu, The tonal materials may be the conventional chords, while the non-tonal materials 
may be the octatonic, or whole-tone, or other pitch contents from serialism. Ibid., 33. 
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Example 28: Ambiguous Non-tonal Materials 
Mov. 1 Phrase 2 ; Ambiguity of the "sea" 
Use both the Octatonic and Whole tone mateiials in msbdy and accoznpwiment 
First half of phrase 2 ：' ； 
11 i 10 1 7 3 10； 
t^_一I 9 1 U 7 ~ i I • f M ! 
MoFlute ^ r f J ! 考 兰 1 1 I 兰三毛三三 
5 I n , / 9 11 - / - 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 ; - r ' Y V 7 " , 
1 , I' j � / 
t \ / > * » 
* � • 
f i * 
t \ / 
t \ * 
t S t 
I I I • t ' Z Compl«teWT13-[1 3579 11] Octatonicmateiisl:OCTOl [D 1 34679 10] 
今 
Mov. IPhrascS 
Prolonged mebdy ascends towud the "wa" goal 
Accompaniment materials derived ftom Octatonic somces ^ Stt Motivic god 
* I q 4 _ ( J 丨，； ^ ^ 
^ WayeJsirotBn 
/ “  V * I •'•_ \ / ‘ ‘ “ ‘ I � 
贩 . 《 丨 ' ' f t ^ i ' ^ i I ^ • 
.OCT12-[12(3>5®81011] OCT02-^ 23508911] 0CT12-[ 12457810 111 
.i«:omplete 画pkte complete 
•Cireled notes on absent ia the coUration 
First Movement: The Night 
It 
As I have mentioned previously, the music of section A is somewhat ambiguous. 
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The programmatic code presents us with an aural image: a sea-wave moving to and 
fro at night. Ambiguity is largely due to the absence of a clear and assertive sea 
motvie, as well as the extensive employment of non-tonal materials (example 28). 
The prolonged unclear sea motive in the alto flute is surrounded and supported by a 
flow of non-tonal sound in the first four phrases. These materials are mainly 
derived from octatonic and whole-tone sources (example 28). But why do the 
octatonic materials create such ambiguity? 
The octatonic materials, or the whole-tone materials, are symmetrical pitch 
collections. In general, the pitch relationship is equal-distance. For example, the 
pitches of an octatonic collection are one tone and half tone apart or vice versa, while 
the pitches of a whole-tone collection are one tone apart. The flow of pitches in a 
symmetrical collection, therefore, is non-directional.^^ Because of the absence of 
direction in the harmonic motion, I believe, the accompanimental materials used in 
the first four bars of section A are ambiguous in tonal direction. The non-tonal 
materials interact with several short and rapid sea motivic gestures, portraying the 
sea's moving to and fro.89 However, this non-tonal pitch content arrives at a series 
of conventional chords in phrase 4, portraying a sense of “toward” in motion. 
肪 Although conventional triad and dominant seventh could be partitioned from a symmetrical 
collection, such as the octatonic collection, in overall speaking, the pitch relationship is not focused on 
particular direction of "resolution" as the conventional harmonic progression did. • 
9 We can refer to chapter 3 for the discussion of the motivic melody in the ambiguity passage. 
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Therefore, aside from several uses of sea motivic figures in the first three phrases, 
Takemitsu deliberately selects a large amount of octatonic and whole-tone material to 
delineate the metaphorical sea. But how do the octatonic non-tonal materials move 
toward the tonal materials? 
After extensive octatonicism in the guitar accompanimental part from phrases 1 
to 3, a conventional "tonal" chord of B^m? emerges from the non-tonal ambiguous 
“sea ” It occurs on the first beat of phrase 4. This first conventional chord, B^m7, 
is the most important conventional chord in this work. It is used as a referential 
sonority, used either as a centre chord around which the other chords alternates; or a 
goal of the “sea” to which the other chords flow. It also appears to be the very final 
“goal，，of the metaphoric "sea" of "tonality" in the last movement. Compared with 
other kinds of conventional chords used in this work，the B^m7 chord, interestingly, 
always appears with Bb in the bass, i.e. a root position. Since its use parallels the 
appearance of the sea motive in the flute melody in some cases, I will term this B '^m? 
chord as the "sea chord.” 
While the first prolonged "sea" motive is attained in the prolonged journey of 
b 
the flute melody, this B ml sea chord becomes a referential harmonic goal of "sea," 
paralleling the sea melodic motive. The “toward” motion from non-tonal to tonal 
materials easily is associated with the programmatic code of this movement, a 
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metaphorical picturesque scene of ebb-and-flow of the sea. In the first four bars, 
the all-embracing characteristic of the pantonal harmony is greatly in evidence. 
Materials used in the accompaniment comprise octatonic, whole-tone, sea motivic set, 
and various kinds of tetrachord, conventional chord, as well as the B^m7 chord. 
While the flute melody introduces a descending minor motion in phrase 4，a 
conventional E-minor triad above a B^ bass, another conventional chord, is used at 
the same time to support the ebbing away of the wave. The accompaniment, then, 
alternates between octatonicism and various harmonies of F Major above D bass, and 
D^ Major on additional D bass in phrases 5 and 6, to create a motion of moving to 
and fro before reaching phrase 7. Here, the sonorous conflict between the non-tonal 
and tonal harmonies sheds light on the moving gesture of the “sea” in this music. 
While the B^m7 represents the in flowing "sea," the other kinds of chords (tonal and 
non-tonal materials) delineate the ebbing away of the “sea.，，The harmonic motion 
portrays a sense of "toward" motion. 
However, Takemitsu deliberately selects material from different sources to 
create his metaphorical sea in each particular harmonic context. The ebb-and-flow 
of the sea, therefore, not only can be observed melodically, but also the harmonically. 
“ 
In addition, the interactions of these two aspects of the sea's motion are sometimes 
separately and sometimes simultaneously, according to different musical contexts, 
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That is why I separate my discussion of the metaphorical "toward the sea，，into two 
separated chapters. 
Surprisingly, the first appearance of the ordered sea and whale motives in phrase 
7 of the flute part is not supported by the sea chord. It is accompanied by a 
five-note chord, which may be viewed as a superimposition of two components. 
First is a perfect fifth, D - A, and second, a vertical "sea" motive, (F^- C - F), or 
pitch class set [0 5 6] (refer to example 8). A synthetic chord using "sea" motivic 
material to reinforce the first presence of the prominent "sea and whale" motives is 
plausible and comprehensible. Although this chord supports the subject codes of 
the work, it is more important to explore how the B '^m? and the other kinds of chord 
are used in the music. 
While the guitar's octatonic "wave" drives forward to initiate the in flowing 
unordered sea melody [0 7 1] in the flute part of phrase 8 (example 29), a series of 
conventional chords of G Major above A^ bass, D^ Major above 八卜 bass and E minor, 
are used in the accompaniment. The harmonic “wave” ebbs away. This ebbing is 
further supported in phrase 9 by another flow of "pantonal" chords: C# Major (F is 
enharmonic equivalent of E )，G Major and the G Major harmonics. At this time, 
the flute melody also presents a minor descent, implying the wave's ebb. The 
wave-like gesture, then, continues in the last three phrases of this movement. 
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Example 29: Octatonicism in the Accompaniment of Phrase 8 
Mov. 1 Phrase 8 
Octatonic materials in accompaniment 
;A. Flute Ml motive > ； 
OCT02 - [ 0 2 3 5 6 8 9 1 1 ] , complete 
One more point must be made about the use of the various kinds of chords in 
phrases 8 and 9. These chords are always placed above an isolated bass. This 
additional bass note does not belong to that chord. According to Timothy Koozin, 
registral extremity is one of Takemitsu's unique compositional practices that 
enhances the long-ranged coherence of the musical structure.^ In this music, the 
registral low bass motion is used to enhance structural unity, not to indicate a 
functional harmonic progression. 
The incoming unordered "sea" melody in phrases 10 and 11 are supported by a 
series of conventional harmonies interact with the B^m7 sea chord. The sea chord 
is now used as a referential centre; other chords alternate with it. Here, the 
ebb-and-flow of the harmonic sea is experienced by the other conventional chords, 
“ 
90 Timothy Koozin, "Takemitsu's Unity of Opposites," College Music Symposium: Journal of the 
College Music Society, vol. 30, 1 (Spring 1990): 34-44. . 
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such as E minor above B^ bass and G Major plus an added A^ above B^ bass, 
alternating with the B^m7 central chord. The wave-like structure, thus, is also 
found in the harmonic accompaniment. 
Finally, in the concluding phrase, the ebb of the "sea" is experienced again. 
The B^m7 on B^ chord is used to support the long-held flute C, giving a certain sense 
of movement "toward" the "sea." However, when the "sea" melody is diverted to 
an unexpected minor 3"^，the “sea’，chord of B '^m? also moves away. It is replaced 
by a five-note quartal chord on A, [A - D - G - C - F], with D in the bass. This 
five-note quartal chord, which is not a conventional harmony recalls the 
all-embracing “sea.” The “sea’，first flows in, then ebbs away via a quartal chord, 
and is linked to our programmatic code: the ebb-and-flow of sea. The 
interpretative model in Table 5，again, helps us to understand how the setting of the 
“sea of tonality" reinforces this sea's ebb-and-flow. 
In short, while the first sea chord B^m7 emerges from the ambiguity of section 
A and portrays a sense of "toward，motion from the unordered state to an ordered 
state of incoming of the "sea" from phrases 1-4，the first prolonged sea motivic 
•• 
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Table 5: The Ebb-and-Flow of the "Sea" in the Last Phrase 
Extra-musical References Musical Competencies 
guide 
Sea-wave moving ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — -
to and for at night ^ ^ ^ ^ Pantonal chords flow 
！ X 入T 
Programmatic Codes I ^(^i^^ii^p^^^^^rV^ Music Codes 
(Text) (Score) „ 
； analysis •: 
'k i c, n •丄 , , Progressing from a conventional Sea flows m, then ebbs away. ^ , , . _ , . ‘ ； aug 7A chord to Bbm7 sea chord, 
dien moves to a quartal chord. 
melody realizes its first "toward" journey. Other kinds of chord represent the 
ebbing away of "sea." Simultaneously, the repetitions of the sea motivic melody in 
section B parallels the use of the B^m7 sea chord. The use of different kinds of 
"pantonal" material progressing toward the B'^ m? referential sonority establishes the 
"sea of tonality." At the same time, the "toward" motion is experienced from the 
other pantonal chords flowing toward the B^m7 sea chord, vividly recalling for us 
the programmatic code: "toward" the “sea.” 
Second Movement 一 Moby Dick 
The programmatic title of this movement is directly associated with the 
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programmatic codes: Moby Dick, whale and a large sea. As I have discussed earlier, 
according to Takemitsu's own intention, all beings including the whale should live 
harmoniously with the nature. The sea, in fact, is the nature of a constant 
environment for the whale to live. Moby Dick's triumph is closely connected with 
his living freely and harmoniously in the ample sea. But how does this code 
interact with Takemitsu's musical competencies, the music code, to enhance a deeper 
expressive meaning for the music? 
Generally, Takemitsu employs plenty of pantonal chords in the guitar 
accompaniment to support the whale motivic melody [0 2 6] in this movement. In 
both sections A and A，，various kinds of pantonal chord, such as, Cf minor，A ,^ [0 2 
4] chordal set, D^ Major, GR6, F7, and even a sea motivic variant [0 16 7] above 
different bass notes are placed under the whale motivic melody in the beginning 
phrases (example 30 and 14). From phrase 3 onward, A^ Major, D#�7，Amaj7, F 
minor, minor, B ^ 7，D®7 and D minor continue to be used as the pantonal chord 
flow. The use of these chords is rather free, and non-fimctional, referring to no 
particular harmonic system. The additional bass notes, in this case, gives musical 
structure coherence. 
It 
Takemitsu, Confronting Silence, 3. 
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Example 30: A Series of "Pantonar Chords Flow 
广 
The in flowing ordered sea Sea variant 
motivic melody [0 1 6 ] [ 1 1 0 5 6 ] 
2. Moby Dick gR6 F7 ,,^01671 
o ^ ^ ^ ^ 白 L 
X Alto flute in G ‘ 一二 一 -.-< tr«nipo*d) trg ； .tJ 一 ： = 
^ “ Z ; � � � ^ ' ^ . - T 
(力） 、、 \ r 
- • ； f ^ g r ^ ' ^ g i 
^ Pantonal chords flow: Large sea provides a / Whale motive constant environment for the whale's survival. ^ ^ 
Refer example 14 for a detailed pitch-content analysis of the harmony 
It is quite interesting to note that the non-tonal materials are less prominent in 
this movement. Only one phrase employs the non-tonal materials clearly in the 
guitar part, phrase 2. There, the flute sea melody dissolves into the octatonicism, a 
sexplet moving figuration in the accompaniment, which forms a complete OCT02, [0 
2 3 5 6 8 9 11], is used to support the last sustained flute note, C (example 31). 
Interestingly, the bass motion shows an unordered extended whale motive ( 2 - 0 - 6 ) 
guiding the flow of the octatonic harmony. Thus, this flowing gesture not only 
portrays the wave's ebbing away, but also delineates the intimate relationship 
between the whale and the sea. 
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Example 31: Extended Whale Motive in Bass Motion 
Mov. 2 Phrase 2 (second half) 
Sea motivic motion of the flute part dissolves in octatonicism 
Accoxtipaxdxnental materials dervied from Octatonic colkctiDn: OCT 0 2 - [0 2 3 5 6 8 9 11] 
9 0 
A.Fl.姿 = = ， 
, 0 i A f ^ d , 0 11 , 
( 2 - 0 - 6 ) - e x t e n d e d whale motive in bass motion 
HaiTOonic materials: OCT02 = [ 0 2 3 5 6 8 9 1 1 ] 
Another use of non-tonal octatonicism in phrase 5 is also noticeable. On the 
surface, the accompaniment comprises different kinds of pantonal broken chords 
such as, F minor, Gre, [8 9 2] sea motivic broken chord and D minor. In this phrase 
F minor chord is a temporary referential centre (example 32). All chords alternate 
with it. However, the bass motion of these chords shows an extended unordered [0 
2 6] whale motive. On a deeper level, the whole accompanimental harmony forms 
an incomplete octatonic collection. This non-tonal material, not only generates 
different kinds of pantonal chords portraying an aural image of a large sea, but also 
strengthens the intimate co-existence of the whale and the sea, since the prolonged 
whale motive is used the low-bass motion (example 32). 
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Example 32: Whale Motivic Bass Motion in Phrase 5 
Mov. 2 Phrase 5 
Bass PiobBg^ tion of the \inoniend whale motive 
Co-existence of se& and whale 
Fm [8 9 2]seaniotive Fm [8 9 2] seamotiw 0R6 Fm Ot6 Dm 
fl 0 ul • 少 0 ，1”： 
弯 i*6 . p. ’ ** —* “ ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ _ - ^ r o \ -^ro 
(2-0-6)-unordered bass motion ofwWe motive 
Hazmonk bioksn chords forni incomplete octatonic collection: OCT 02 = 0 3 2 3 5 6 8 0 1 1 ] 
With regard to the other octatonic materials, they are usually found in the flute 
melody, not the accompaniment.^^ Although a short glimpse of the sea chord of 
B^m7 seems to appear near the ending of phrase 4,1 believe in this occasion, it does 
not serve as the referential sea chord as in the previous movement. Its short 
duration and tremolo-articulated gesture make it one of the many conventional 
chords in the pantonal harmony flow. However, from a structural aspect, the 
harmony used in this movement delineates the ebbing-away of the "sea" because of 
the absence of a clear B '^m? sea chord. 
In the concluding phrase 13, while the “whale，，successfully struggles for its 
survival by means of a clear appearance in the melody, a series of various kinds of 
92 Refer to the chapter 3 for my discussion of the use of the whale motive. 
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pantonal chords with added bass flow in the harmony. A chain of pantonal chords 
including the F+，Amaj7, C* minor, quartal chord [ F B^ e ' ' A h on F and B minor 
portray the sea by which the whale is saved. 
Therefore, in this movement, the absence of a clear and confirmative B^m7 sea 
chord implies the structural ebbing away of the “sea’’ after its flowing-in in the first 
movement. Takemitsu selects various kinds of chords to set "pantonal" “sea，，of 
"tonality." However, the aural image of the harmonies delineates the circulating 
current, providing a constant natural environment for the survival of whale or Moby 
Dick. We can refer to Table 6 for an interpretation of the "pantonal sea" in this 
movement. Furthermore, while the sea combines all kinds of “thing，” the "pantonal 
sea" also consists of various sources of tonal and non-tonal materials, such as, 
octatonic, and conventional chords. Not until the final movement does the “sea’， 
flow in again by means of the B^m7 sea chord and the other pantonal harmonies. 
That is also the movement in which the final goal is realized: proceeding "toward" 
A 
the “sea ” 
f i 
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Table 6: Constant Environment For Whale's Survival 
Extra-musical References Musical Competencies 
guide 
Saved the Whale ^ ^ 
！ _ _ , Codes 
Programmatic Codes ^ ~ ( Interpreter ) — — ( � 
(text) ~ ~ 
丨 analysis ！ 
； :k 1. Fantonal harmonies are largely 
it: employed in the accompaniment. 
A large ocean provides constant 2. No clear B知 m7 sea chord is 
environment for the survival of used. 
whale - vfhale is free ‘ 
Third Movement - Cape Cod 
Doubtless the programmatic title of the third movement. Cad Cod, transfers a 
programmatic code to the listener of a place by the sea, that is, a peninsula 
surrounded by a large ocean. How is this “sea，，reflected from the music code in 
both sections of movement 3? 
The in flowing “sea’，is obviously represented in the first two phrases. The 
non-tonal materials used in the introductory phrase 1 create a rapid wave motion. 
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This small-scale ambiguous “sea” recalls the large-scale “sea，，ambiguity of section A 
in movement 1，providing a certain degree of sonorous coherence. Technically 
speaking, the final bass note D of movement 1 extends to this opening phrase as a 
bass extension, forming a long-range connection across movements. A chain of 
pantonal chords, including D^ Major, 。，Fm7, F# minor and G minor, progress 
toward a goal. This goal is the referential Bbm7 sea chord, which appears at the 
end of phrase 2 (Example 33a). Even the bass notes of these chords form another 
prolonged sea bass motivic motion (9 - 10 - 3), reinforcing a gesture of "toward" the 
“sea，，(example 33b). The "wave" now flows in gradually again, which parallels to 
the appearance of the confirmative ordered "sea" motive in melody. From 
movement 1 to this movement, a sense of forward motion is delineated through an 
extended journey on the “sea of tonality." No sooner, the pantonal harmony flowed 
in when the sea's ebb-and-flow reappears in the echos of the sea rhythmic dance 
passage, in which the sea chord alternates with other kinds of pantonal chord. 
The sea chord B^m7, again, is used as a referential centre chord throughout both 
sections in the accompaniment. From phrases 3 to 6，the other pantonal chords, 
such as, D附7，D^ Major, D®7, Fr6 and alternate with the central sea 
chord B^m7 to portray an ebb-and-flow of the sea-wave (example 23). . The 
harmony in the accompaniment of the repetitive phrases 7 and 8 also progress from a 
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Example 33a: Bass D Note Enhances the Coherence Across Movements 
Mov. 3 Phrase 2 : Coi*finnation of the "Sea" 
Toward the goal "sea" fVom Ist movement 
Pantonal fionQxitjr in occompftrument 
Movenftent 1 Movemerd 3 
Pantonalsca harmonies 
tost melodic note: A Ph.l Ph.2 \ • � � � � - _ � 
I'i 厂 I/I V . . . r 
/ conventiottal J J 
Ot. / hamonic chords: ^ 风 F'dim Fift7 
^ ^ ^ , i J 丄• 
� i /--- -疗 S 
l ^ t bass note: D T Sea Motive: [7 8 1] 
Sea motive proceeds toward the goal across mDvemexits 
"Perfect" sea ftiiives 
Example 33b: Prolonged Sea Bass Motivic Motion 
Mov. 3 Phrase 2 (last g^st^) 
Second Cofimatkm of a clear azd perfect "sea" 
Pantonal harmonic sonoiitjr in accompwiment Pantonal chords f low 
Bass motion also extends a "sea" motivic inotion 
- • y - … - \ sea flows in ^ 
/ ‘ ^ ^ p “ 3 . 
^ Bass: ^ ^ ( ^ • ^ r ‘ • ' " ^ P i IP 10 33- sea motivic motion 
“ T T in b«ss voice 
^ ^ , 丨丨 . “ Sea chord delineates the 
[7 81]- Sea motive in ordered forni in flowing of "sea" 
^ y 
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series of pantonal chords to the final B^m7 chord, paralleling the arrival of the [0 7 1] 
unordered sea motive in the flute part. Therefore, every time the other pantonal 
chords flow forward to the B^m7, a sense of “toward” the “sea” is experienced. 
The small linking passage together with the energy-building extended transition 
running from phrases 10 to 13 in section A，，also employ the B^m7 as the referential 
sonority in the accompaniment. The ostinato pattern, which reinforces the melodic 
forward motion, is based on the B^m7 arpreggiated chord with the G^ note as the 
passing tone. This slight change of pattern during the extended ostinato movement 
only acts as a decorated neighbouring gesture (example 25). The driving motion 
continues until the end of phrase 13, where a vertical B '^m? chord is used as the last 
goal of this phrase, enhancing the motion "toward" the goal. The "sea" then ebbs 
away with the support of several conventional chords flow, for example, the G®7and 
Fr6 in phrase 14，until the B^m7 “sea，，chord returns again. 
It is not necessary to repeat the interactions between the other pantonal chords 
with the B '^m? sea chord in setting the "sea of tonality" in those melodic repetitions 
from phrases 15 to 17 (example 26). Less concentrated use of non-tonal materials 
in this movement undeniably makes the music comparably "tonal." Perhaps, the 
Bbm7 chord and the absence of non-tonal materials give us a clue that Takemitsu is 
returning to his ‘‘tonal sea，” as well as his "tonal sound" compositional style. By 
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phrase 18，the last concluding phrase, not only Takemitsu's setting of the "sea of 
tonality," but also his humanistic idea of "naturalness" is completely fulfilled. 
The first ordered sea motive (G — G# - Db) in the guitar is accompanied by 
several pantonal chords d'' Major, and the Fm7, and is an exact repetition of 
phrase 2. This repetition provides a certain structural coherence of the music. The 
accompaniment then plays two pan-pentatonic gestures to support the final ordered 
sea motive in flute part. The first gesture is a four-note chord of [F A C D], which 
can be regarded as an incomplete pentatonic collection of [F G A C D]. The second 
b b b b 
gesture is a complete five-note pentatonic collection of [D E F A B ] (example 
27). However, this modal sense of the "sea of tonality" is not new in this movement. 
It recalls the use of the C Lydian scalic melody in phrases 7 and 16 and the 
pentatonic flute melody of phrases 11 to 13. If we consider the last two 
concomitant gestures in this series of pantonal harmonies in relation to Takemitsu's 
humanistic idea of sea, I think, a deeper meaning might be revealed. 
After the flow of these two pan-pentatonic chords, the concomitant chord of 
D附7，pitch class set [D# F^  A C#]，with the added note B，or simply the Bmaj9 above 
十 
D bass or B7 maj9 above a D# bass is used. However, I would suggest that the 
series of mixed pantonal chords manipulated in the domain of the "sea of tonality，， 
may reflect Takemitsu's programmatic code: the sea embraces all "things." The 
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“sea of tonality，,，viewed from a formalistic perspective, also possesses an expanded 
potential to comprise all kinds of materials, such as the C Lydian scale, conventional 
chords, octatonic collections and pentatonic scale. However, what is the final 
destination to which these pantonal chords flow? It is also the "sea" goal，the B^m7 
referential sonority, which represents the in flowing sea. The "sea of tonality" is 
thus set with a reverberation of the all-inclusive sonority, toward which all harmonic 
materials move. 
Takemitsu strategically selects the particular materials for each particular 
context to portray the motion of progressing "toward" the “sea.’，The following 
interpretative model Table 7 can enhance our understanding of this expressive 
meaning of the music in the last phrase. In the last concluding phrase, Takemitsu's 
metaphor of the "sea of tonality" appears to be a harmonic process suggesting that 
the “sea of tonality" is a matrix of possibilities from which all his tonal and non-tonal 
based harmonies derive. 
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Table 7: Toward the All-embracing “Sea” 
Extra-Musical References Musical Competencies 
guide 
I Programmatic Codes L _ ( " " ^ I r p i ^ ^ _ _ ^ Music Codes 
(Text) V ^ � (score) 
i analysis : 
！ i 
1. Bbm7 sea chord is used 
^ as Ae last chord. 
Sea embraces all beings. 2. Various kinds of materials, including 
pentatonic chords are used. 
In short, from the previous analytical interpretation of Toward the Sea, 
Takemitsu's own particular concept of the "sea of tonality," I believe, is a sonorous 
rather than a formalist discourse. In this case, Takemitsu treats this self-defined 
"tonality" as a referential sign, similar to use of "topics" in classical style. ^ ^ 
Takemitsu seems to develop a special kind of "topic" of his own in his music, which 
could convey a sonorous "sea" reference to the listener. I believe that the use of the 
B^m7 sea chord and the sea motive [0 1 6] possess this sonorous "topical,， 
reference.94 Indeed, Takemitsu intends to convey to the listener his humanistic idea 
93 For the use of different "topics" in classical style, refer to footnote 41. Ratner, Classic Music, 
3-30. 
94 Refer to footnote 41 for the understanding of the "topics" in classical style. 
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of nature，the sea, and whale through particular musical sonorities. It is evident that 
Takemitsu continued to employ the sea motive and the "sea of tonality" of this 
pantonal sonority in many compositions including the "Waterscape" series of his 
third period musical style, for example 7 Hear the Water Dreaming, Rain Trees. 
Furthermore, as we have seen, the conventional chords, such as triads and 
seventh chords, constitute large portion of the pantonal chords used in this music. 
According to Joseph Straus, as I have mentioned before, one of the compositional 
attitudes of 20^ century composers is to link themselves to the monumental 
traditional Western past by “misreading,，’ or “remaking,,，the traditional music and 
the so-called tonal language. ^ ^ Since the conventional chord is the central harmony 
of traditional tonal music, it is both the prevailing sonority of the musical surface and 
the background of the entire pitch structure. The conventional triad plays an 
important role to express the tonal implication of the music. Takemitsu uses many 
triads and seventh chords, such as Bbm7, in such a way that he misreads the 
conventional chords, striving to neutralize their tonal implications and to redefine 
them within a very personal context. This personal context, of course, relates to 
Takemitsu's self-defined concept of the all-embracing “sea，，of "tonality." The 
conventional chords, thus, are able to retain their "tonal" sonority on the surface, but 
95 Straus, Remaking the Past, 74-75. 
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totally lose their structural power, as well as their tonal implications. The isolated 
bass added below the chords becomes the structural element for long-ranged 
coherence. 
However, the all-embracing manner of the "pantonal sea" can be elevated to a 
greater level. In the previous chapter I discussed the characteristics of the sea and 
whale motive, and how the sea motive and the whale motive often emerge from the 
non-tonal materials. These materials are octatonic and whole-tone 
prefix-ornamental gestures. Not only the sea chord B^m7 (pes [0 3 7 10])，but also 
the sea motive ([0 1 6]) and the whale motive ([0 2 6]) are subsets of these non-tonal 
collections. These referential collections are the octatonic (OCToi： [0 1 3 4 6 7 9 10] 
and OCTO2： [0 2 3 5 6 8 9 11]) and the whole-tone (WT02： [0 2 4 6 8 10]). 
Therefore, the all-embracing "sea" can “create” all things, including the B '^m? sea 
chord, the sea and the whale motives. From the octatonic “sea，” these central 
motivic cells structure both the melodic and harmonic content of the entire music, 
ranging from the level of phrases to the larger structural level. 
Hence, in Toward the Sea, the musical competency reflected in the music 
code - the flow of pantonal harmony in setting of the "sea of tonality" - in this work 
is inseparable with the work's programmatic codes. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion: Refraining the “Sea” 
At the outset of my discussion, I argued that that Takemitsu's compositional 
strategies could be correlated to the programmatic titles and the related documented 
references. I also proposed a model for strategic interpretation that maps the 
dual-channel communication between formal and motivic organization, which I 
called musical codes, and the composer's own writings, which I called 
"programmatic codes ” In my case study of Toward the Sea’ I also showed that the 
work's motivic and harmonic organization should be understood both technically and 
metaphorically. 
In general, I believe that compositional practice is often conditioned by the 
composer's personal philosophy, aesthetic assumptions, beliefs， routines, 
conventional habits, socio-cultural milieu, and political contexts. In Takemitsu's 
case, written words and texts supplement the expressive meaning of the music and 
undoubtedly play an important role in his compositional strategy. The interpretative 
process, then, involves examining how the programmatic codes and musical codes 
interact with each other. In this thesis, I have tested this interpretative model with a 
score analysis to reframe the “sea，’ of Toward the Sea; below are some preliminary 
conclusions. 
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Revelations from Toward the Sea 
Since Takemitsu himself acknowledges the "sea motive" as a central element in 
his "sea" pieces, we can consider the motivic organization within these works as a 
manifestation of his aesthetic. My earlier analyses show that, in Toward the Sea, 
Takemitsu's treatment of motives expresses the idea of “toward.” From a 
smaller-phrasal level to a larger-structural horizon, almost every musical competency 
displayed in the music is designed to portray this "toward" motion. In order to 
achieve it, Takemitsu uses a wave-like structure. The sea motive is often situated 
at the phrase endings. Non-tonal materials are the prefix-omaments used in a 
phrase, obscuring the appearance of the sea motive. "Retardation effects，，in the 
phrases also contribute to portraying the "toward" melodic motion, helping the 
musical gesture to arrive at a later and more clear “sea” motivic goal. After 
attaining the motivic goal of “sea，” the melody sometimes descends in a minor 
motion or dissolves into non-tonal material, portraying the ebb away of wave. The 
sea motivic melody also returns frequently, albeit slightly modified, and circulates 
restlessly, in a loose but a continuous manner. Thus，the result becomes a 
wave-like melodic structure employed in all three movements. The entire work 
“ 
unfolds a gradual process metaphorically associated with an aural image: the 
ebb-and-flow of the sea-wave. 
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The interaction between the sea motive and the whale motive can similarly be 
read metaphorically as suggesting the harmonious co-existence of the whale and the 
sea. The sea-plus-whale motive always emerges from the "pantonal sea" and forms 
the basis of the phrase-structure in movement 2. However, the whale's survival is 
not "taken for granted." The whale motive must overcome the rapid 
appoggiatura-like ornaments before making a clear appearance at the end of the 
phrase. Sometimes the struggle is rather violent because the whale motive must 
overcome several repetitions to move from an unclear state to a clear one. At 
another times, the whale motive dissolves into tremolo-like figuration or other pitch 
content. In this case, the clear and firm appearance of the whale motive is 
temporary hindered, waiting for another chance to recuperate. The same "toward" 
technique, therefore, is also applied to the motivic development of the music in this 
movement. The confirmation of the final whale motive in the concluding phrase of 
movement 2，explicitly, portrays the message that the whale is saved. 
The repetitions of the ordered sea motive in the third movement are correlated 
to the title “Toward” the “Sea ” This is the only movement that uses of the ordered 
sea motive exclusively. The eventual assertion of this "perfect" form of the sea 
•• 
motive in the concluding phrase effectively delineates an aural messages: compietion 
of the journey “toward” the sea and saving the whale by allowing it to live.freely in 
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the sea. I believe this is the reason why the whale motive [0 2 6] is absent in the 
final movement. 
The setting of the “sea of tonality," I believe, is a sonorous rather than a 
formalist discourse. Although the "sea of tonality" is a series of pantonal chords, 
the chords' flow does not belong to any particular musical system. In this case, 
Takemitus seems to treat this self-defined "tonality" as a referential sign. The use 
of the sea motive in the melodic construction and the B^m7 referential chord are, for 
this sonorous sign, similar to the use of "topics" in classical style. In addition, not 
only the sea motive, but also the "sea of tonality" is employed as a common 
compositional strategy in Takemitsu's works throughout the last period of his 
musical style, becoming part of his newly adopted compositional language. 
The tonal organization of the work parallels its motivic organization, in that it 
displays a similar "toward" motion Although Takemitsu's pantonal chords flow 
rather freely and are not situated within any single harmonic system, they all tend to 
move toward a referential chord, the B^m7, which I designate the goal “sea” chord. 
The particular interaction between the B^m7 referential chord and the other kinds of 
harmonies also portrays the ebb-and-flow of the “sea.” This harmonic "toward" 
process just strengthens Takemitsu's humanistic idea of sea: Sea (sea of tonality) 
embraces and creates all beings and things (tonal and non-tonal materials). 
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My interpretation of Toward the Sea therefore examines the technical 
consequences of Takemitsu's “sea’’ metaphors, and the extent to which these 
metaphors dictate compositional practice. I believe that our understanding of 
Takemitsu's techniques has been enhanced through considering the programmatic 
references. For example, although through analysis we can find out that the most 
important motive used in this music is [0 1 6], we cannot understand why its 
appearance is always connected with [0 2 6] as a motivic extension. The sea-whale 
connection, however, offers a possible explanation. If we do not consider 
Takemitsu's compositional intention, "toward the sea，” we might have neglected why 
the sea motive is always designed as the last gesture in the phrase-structure, or what 
is the unique compositional technique of Takemitsu's own style. 
Formal analysis answers our questions of "what" the music is doing, and to 
some extent also offers explanations as to “how，’ its various parameters operate, but 
cannot address questions regarding "why." For example, why does the pitch 
content of the work, whether conventional or octatonic, flow toward the referential 
sea chord B '^m?. Why does Takemitsu reserve the clearest three-note sea motive in 
ordered form for the third movement only? If we do not take into account the 
programmatic code for this piece, we would not realize the metaphorical significance 
of Takemitsu's vision of sea as all embracing. We would not understand how the 
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sea motive [0 1 6] and the whale motive [0 2 6] can be derived from their referential 
sources, and why all kinds of tonal and non-tonal materials are employed in the 
setting of the “sea of tonality." When the programmatic codes interact with the 
musical codes, they can, I believe, elevate our understanding of the expressive 
musical meanings. 
I believe that my interpretative model could also be used fruitfully and 
meaningfully when investigating other pieces in Takemitsu's "Waterscape" series. 
For each individual work shows a particular use of the sea motive and the "sea of 
tonality." It would be interesting to explore how the unique uses of these “sea，’ 
compositional elements are developed in different musical contexts. Observing the 
sea motive's particular manipulation, in particular, can deepen our understanding of 
Takemitsu's favorite metaphor in his late period of musical style. 
Moreover, I think, this interpretative model could be a useful tool for analyzing 
contemporary music in general. For, in the absence of shared musical competencies, 
composers have come to rely increasingly on programmatic titles and extensive 
program notes for communication with the audience. Recent theories of 
contemporary music rely heavily on mathematical modeling, and, in my opinion, 
these approaches lead away from musical experience. There is an urgent need to 
develop a more appropriate and congenial analytical apparatus. My interpretative 
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model, albeit is adapted from Hatten's model, not only dissects the musical 
technicalities displayed in the music, but also relates them to the composer's 
expressive intentions and aesthetic ideas. I hope that it will serve as a small 
contribution towards the future development of music theory. 
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